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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 WP8 Scope and Objectives 
 
Networks for Lifelong Competence Development are defined as collections of programs. 
Networks can be defined within a single country or institute (e.g. all the programs offered 
by a university or training company) or across countries and institutes. Networks are 
however defined in one (larger) domain of knowledge like economy, digital media, 
management, music, etc. In this activity we will develop models and tools to support the 
interoperability of formal and informal competence development programs from different 
providers, and from different countries. The main objectives of this activity are:  
−        Research and develop components to provide an integral overview of all the possible 
formal and informal programs that are available for the users to develop their 
competencies. 
−        Monitor and capture the competencies that have to be acquired in different 
professional and academic fields. The fields will be related to the pilots.   
−        Research and develop models and software agents to stimulate the pro-active sharing 
of programs and the underlying learning activities and resources among users.   
−        Research and develop models and tools to manage the network whilst maintaining a 
maximum of autonomy and control of participants.   
−        Experiment with, and evaluate the usability of the components for networks for 
lifelong competence development. Search for the best approach to rating the quality 
of competence programs and supporting users in identifying the most appropriate 
program.   
−        Research and develop models and methods to stimulate and organize the creation, 
search, use, support and quality mechanisms of networks for lifelong competence 
development. Identify gaps in our knowledge in this field and develop and contribute 
to the knowledge in the field (e.g. through academic publications). 
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1.2 Internal Structure: WP 8 Tasks 
 
For WP8 the objectives listed above imply that activities in the first 18 months will relate to 
general tasks and the following five objectives. 
Task 8.1 TenC Competence Observatory 
 
WP8 Task 8.1 addresses the following Key Objectives of the TENCompetence project: 
  
For an organization in Europe it is still hard to assess the competencies of applicants, employees 
and learners who have studied and worked in a variety of settings. To this end TENCompetence 
will provide models and software tools to assess the competencies of individuals, groups and 
organizations in an exchangeable way. An interoperable mechanism to express and exchange 
learners’ competencies will be developed, especially for informally acquired knowledge and 
competencies. Core aspects of such a mechanism are methods and technologies for interoperable 
person and group portfolio's and personal development plans, and interoperable competence 
definitions. Thus, the scope of WP8 Task 1 is to design and develop a Competence Observatory to 
monitor and capture the competences that have to be acquired in different professional and 
academic fields, in an interoperable way following the current state of art specifications namely 
IMS RDCEO and HR-XML. To this end, in this Milestone (M8.1), we present a review of current 
state-of-the-art specifications for describing competencies, (namely, IMS RDCEO and HR-XML) 
and propose a joint information model to be used in TenC Competence Observatory for 
supporting both specifications (see chapter 2.1 of this document). Moreover, towards identifying 
the main functional requirements of the TenC Competence Observatory, a review of the 
functionalities provided by existing Web-Based Observatories has been made (see chapter 2.1 of 
this document).  
 
Additionally, in this Milestone, we present the design of the TenC Competence Observatory, with 
detailed Scenarios of Use, Functional and Non-Functional Requirements and Use Cases of the 
System (see chapter 2.2 of this document). 
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Task 8.2 Overview Tool 
 
Within task 8.2 we are focussing on designing an interactive system to provide with an overview 
of possible formal and informal programmes and other learning opportunities that are available 
for users to develop their competencies. This includes search facilities, support through 
collaborative filtering and social interaction, data mining and visualization of search results. 
Users after accessing our platform will gradually develop a good understanding and ultimately 
select the most appropriate Competence Development Opportunities. In order to achieve that we 
must take explicitly into consideration the social context and dynamics in which such processes 
take place. Therefore, such an interactive system can be best conceptualized and designed as a 
Virtual Community Environment with a number of Specific Features and Embedded Dynamics, 
all oriented towards helping users to: 
• gain an overview of and become aware of relevant Competence Development 
Opportunities (CDO),  
• build an informed opinion about which ones would best fit their objectives and 
aspirations, and  
• get the possibility to share their experiences and engage in productive knowledge 
exchanges with other users. 
Task 8.3 Social Agents 
 
The task will identify services and policies that foster social exchange in networks for lifelong 
competence development. It will also develop and test policies and software agents to stimulate 
the pro-active sharing of learning and knowledge resources among users. It will identify reward 
mechanisms, member participation, terms of use, quality standards and procedures, including 
their ontological requirements. It will describe and prepare experimental test beds to test the 
effects of policies and social exchange services on sharing behaviour amongst members and the 
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Task 8.4 Network Management  
 
This task will identify services that foster successful, self-organizing communities. It will 
describe and prepare experimental test beds to test the effects of the models and tools on 
the self-organisation of the network. 
Successful communities are characterized by boundaries, which protect the collective 
good of the communities and provide guidelines to foster ongoing interactions among its 
members. According to Kollock & Smith (1996) and Koper et al (2004), communities are 
characterized by boundaries, rules, monitoring possibilities and sanctioning mechanisms. 
Although norms and rules arise out of member interaction, policies and purpose of the 
community need to be communicated in order to set initial boundaries within which to 
act. These policies can then be renegotiated by community members as the network 
evolves. 
The purpose and goals of the community have to be explicit to instil a sense of identity 
and value for members in the community. Such goals should be transparent and as simple 
as possible. Additionally, specialization of roles has been associated with effective self-
organizing systems. Roles help position and clarify the relationship between members. 
Roles also delineate the responsibility of each member for the production or maintenance 
of collective goods, and to stimulate the transition of lurkers and passive members to 
more active poster and co-developers of knowledge. 
Additionally, reward and incentive mechanisms need to be in place to encourage users to 
share, use and contribute knowledge. Thibaut & Kelly’s (1959) theory on rewards, 
derived from the rational choice theory, which suggests that individuals conduct a cost-
benefit analysis to evaluate various courses of action before selecting one which provides 
the best value at lowest cost from any transaction completed. Four main incentive 
mechanisms are reported in literature that are relevant in motivating and encouraging 
people to participate in communities: personal access, personal reputation, social altruism 
and tangible rewards (see also Hummel et al, (2005)). These mechanisms should be 
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Task 8.5 Roadmap 
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Chapter 2: Competence Observatory 
 
2.1 Review of Competence Models and Web-based Observatories 
Introduction 
In a rapidly changing world where information and education takes the first place in order to 
advance the social, cultural and living standard of all citizens, Lifelong Learning is the key point. 
However, Lifelong Learning is still defined in a variety of ways in different national contexts and 
for different purposes. The Commission of the European Communities and the Member States 
[16] have defined lifelong learning, within the European Employment Strategy, as all purposeful 
learning activity, undertaken on an ongoing basis with the aim of improving knowledge, skills 
and competence.  
 
Lifelong Learning concerns everyone’s future, in a uniquely individual way and must be sawn as 
an umbrella under which all kinds of teaching and learning should be united. Lifelong Learning is 
no longer just one aspect of education and training; it must become the guiding principle for 
provision and participation across the full continuum of learning contexts [16]. 
 
The concept of lifelong learning refers to the activities people perform throughout their life to 
improve their knowledge, skills and competence in a particular field, given some personal, 
societal or employment related motives [17, 18, 19]. 
 
In this context competence-based learning provides the facilities in order for individuals to 
upgrade their knowledge, skills and competence in a discipline throughout their lives as required 
for a lifelong competence development. Competence based learning meets the needs of learners at 
various levels of competence varying from novices to top-experts, from practitioners to 
researchers and developers. 
 
Competence-based approaches in the field of formal or non-formal education are becoming more 
common and appear to offer the opportunity to develop flexible programmes that meet needs of 
learners, trainers and potential employers. In order to support and use effectively this link 
between competence and education, there is need to provide reusable definitions of competencies, 
across the different systems. 
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Description models for competencies are coming to provide a solution to this interoperability-
problem which can be achieved by the conformance to the existing data models for competences 
description, such as IEEE RCD (Reusable Competency Definition) [21], IMS-RDCEO (Reusable 
Definition of Competency or Educational Objective) [20] and HR-XML [23]. 
 
According to the TenCompetence Domain Model [40] the TenCompetence Project adopts a 
common competence interoperability framework for the description of competencies. This 
framework should build on the current specifications from HR-XML format and IMS RDCEO 
 
One of the main objectives of this document is the definition of a CDM (Competence Description 
Model) conformant to the current state-of-the-art specifications, namely, IMS RDCEO and HR-
XML, through a XML-based model that maps the above mentioned specifications. 
 
According to the Description of Work of the TenCompetence Project [1], our goal is to develop 
and set up a competence observatory, in order to monitor and capture the competencies that have 
to be acquired in different professional and academic fields. The TenC Competence Observatory 
will be used by the TenCompetence project, in order to bring experts together to discuss and 
decide upon the competencies per job/function. 
 
The Competency Description Model (CDM) is going to be used for the description of the 
competencies that will be held in the database of the TenC Competence Observatory. 
 
The other main objective of this document is to identify the main functionalities of a web-based 
observatory by reviewing existing observatories. These functionalities will be our guide for the 
design of the TenC Competence Observatory.    
 
This document is structured in two parts. In the first part of the document, we present a few 
definitions about competencies in order to understand which the dimensions of a competency are 
and we also present the definition about competency description models. Then we present the 
existing competency description models starting from the IMS RDCEO Specification and we 
demonstrate its use in a real case study, namely, the Europass Language Passport. In the next 
section we present the HR-XML Specification about competencies and we also demonstrate its 
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use via the Europass Language Passport. Afterwards we come forward in a mapping of IMS 
RDCEO Specification and HR-XML Specification and at the end we provide our CDM that will 
be used as the description model for the competencies that will be record in our observatory.  
 
In the second part of the document we present the definitions of observatories and web-based 
observatories. Afterwards we provide examples of existing web-based observatories in the area of 
e-earning and we review the functionalities that each of these systems provide. Finally we provide 
a comparison of these existing observatories and we identify the basic functionalities that will be 
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Part A: Competency Models  
 
Definition of Competency Models 
The word competency is derived from Latin word "Competere" which means 'to be suitable'. The 
competency concept was originally developed in Psychology denoting individuals' ability to 
respond to demand placed on them by their environment. 
(http://www.indiainfoline.com/bisc/imtfac08.html) 
 
The word "competency" itself is a subject to multiple interpretations. A fundamental difference in 
interpretation hinges on whether a competency is seen as a personal construct (a trait) or 
observable aspects of performance (required behaviors and activities). Another fundamental 
difference in interpretation has to do with whether a competency is viewed as a requirement for 
successful performance or a requirement for achieving excellence.  
 
Most commonly a competency is defined as a category or grouping of related behaviors/activities, 
types of knowledge, technical skills, or motivations. They represent the behavioral, technical, and 
motivational requirements for successful performance in a given role or job.  
 
Below we provide a short sample of definitions about competencies: 
 
− “An observable, measurable pattern of skills, knowledge, abilities, behaviors & other 
characteristics that an individual needs to perform work roles or occupational functions 
successfully”[24] 
 
− “A competency is an underlying characteristic of an individual that is directly related to 
effective or superior performance in a job. Differentiating competencies distinguish 
superior from average performers” [25]  
 
− “A set of skills, related knowledge and attributes that allow an individual to perform a 
task or an activity within a specific function or job” [26] 
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− “Competency is a term that describes the range of knowledge, skills, behaviour, attitude 
and abilities an individual brings to a specific area of a job, such as team working” [27] 
 
− “An underlying characteristic of an employee (i.e., a motive, trait, skill, aspects of one’s 
selfimage, social role, or a body of knowledge) which results in effective and/or superior 
performance” [28]  
 
− “Competency is defined as any knowledge, skill, trait, motive, attitude, value or other 
personal characteristic that is essential to perform the job and that differentiates good 
from superior performance” [29] 
 
− “A knowledge, skill or attitude that enables one to effectively perform the activities of a 
given occupation or function to the standards expected in employment” [30] 
 
− “Ability to apply appropriate skills and knowledge for the effective and efficient 
completion of a job or task in a variety of situations” [31] 
 
− “Is a major skill a student will learn and demonstrate in a course.A competency must be 
measurable and observable” [32] 
 
− “Specialist knowledge or skills required to perform a job function” [33] 
 
− “Competency is a broad concept that describes a person’s ability in a range of areas. It 
covers: task skills (performing individual tasks), task management skills (managing a 
number of different tasks within the job), contingency management skills (responding to 
problems, breakdowns and changes in routine) job or role environment skills (dealing 
with the responsibilities and expectations of the workplace)” [34] 
 
− “Competence is a standardized requirement for an individual to properly perform a 
specific job. It encompasses a combination of knowledge, skills and behavior utilised to 
improve performance. More generally, competence is the state or quality of being 
adequately or well qualified, having the ability to perform a specific role” [4] 
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− “A specific, identifiable, definable, and measurable knowledge, skill, ability and/or other 
deployment-related characteristic (e.g. attitude, behavior, physical ability) which a 
human resource may possess and which is necessary for, or material to, the performance 
of an activity within a specific business context” [23] 
 
Competency description models define an information model for describing, referencing, and 
exchanging definitions of competencies. There are two existing specifications for describing 
competencies. The first one derives from the domain of e-learning and it is called IMS RDCEO 
specification [20] and the other specification derives from the human resource domain and it is 
called HR-XML specification [23].  
 
The IMS RDCEO specification [20] provides a means to create common understandings of 
competencies that appear as part of a learning or career plan, as learning pre-requisites, or as 
learning outcomes. The information model in this specification can be used to exchange these 
definitions between learning systems, human resource systems, learning content, competency or 
skills repositories, and other relevant systems.  
The HR-XML specification has been developed from the HR-XML Consortium [22]. The HR-
XML Consortium is an independent, non-profit organization dedicated to the development and 
promotion of a standard suite of XML specifications to enable e-business and the automation of 
human resources-related data exchanges. 
 
The scope of HR-XML Consortium [23] when a Schema for Competencies was building, was not 
only a definition of a model for describing competencies but also recording evidences used to 
substantiate a competency and ratings and weights that can be used to rank, compare, and 
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IMS RDCEO Specification Review 
 
Introduction to IMS RDCEO and IEEE RCD Specifications 
In order to support and use effectively the link between competence and education, there is need 
to provide reusable definitions of competences, across the different systems. Description models 
for competences, such as the IEEE Reusable Competency Definition (IEEE RCD) [21] and the 
IMS Reusable Definition of Competency or Educational Objective (IMS RDCEO) [20] 
specification, are coming to provide a solution to this problem. 
 
The IMS RDCEO specification defines an information model for describing, referencing, and 
exchanging definitions of competencies, primarily in the context of online and distributed 
learning. This specification, aims to provide the means for formally representing the key 
characteristics of a competency, independently from its use in a particular context. It, thus, aims 
to guarantee interoperability among e-training systems that deal with competency information, by 
allowing them to refer to common definitions with commonly recognized values.  
 
On the other hand, the IEEE RCD specification describes a Competency Definition as used in a 
Learning Management System or referenced in a Competency Profile, by making direct reference 
of the IMS RDCEO specification. 
 
IMS RDCEO Information Model 
The IMS RDCEO information model is purposely minimalist and extensible in order to provide 
the flexibility to different organisations from different sections to describe their own Competence 
Model. The metadata elements in the Metadata category of IMS RDCEO provide the means for 
achieving the extensibility of the corresponding specification. 
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Figure 1: The IMS RDCEO Information Model 
 
The IMS RDCEO information model contains the following core elements:  
1. Identifier: A globally unique label that identifies this definition of competency or 
educational objective. The “Identifier” element consists of two other sub-elements: 
“Catalog” and “Entry”.  
 
2. Title: A short name for this competency or educational objective. The “Title” may be 
repeated in multiple languages.  
 
3. Description: A narrative description of the competency or educational objective. The 
“Description” may be repeated in multiple languages. 
  
4. Definition: A structured description that provides a more complete definition of the 
competency or educational objective, using a collection of statements that determine a 
competency or an educational objective. Typically, such models define a competency or 
educational objective in terms of a “statement, conditions, criteria”, “proficiency, criteria, 
indicators”, “standards, performance indicators, outcomes”, “abilities, basic skills, 
content, process”, and similar sets of statements. The “Definition” consists of two other 
sub-elements: “Model Source” and “Statement”. 
 
5. Metadata: Optional meta-data record that further describe the RDCEO. The meta-data 
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Case Study – The Europass Language Passport 
The European Commission [36] has recently adopted a decision (No 2241/2004/EC) of the 
European Parliament and of the Council of Europe on a single framework for the transparency of 
qualifications and competencies. Europass is an open system that supports European policy 
developments related to the transparency of competences and qualifications. Europass [37] will 
help citizens to convey their qualifications and competences in an effective way, by providing a 
comprehensive tool for users based on an accessible electronic format. Additionally, Europass 
will promote strong links between education and training, business and industry, ensuring the 
continuing relevance and adequate appreciation of competences and qualifications.  
 
Europass consists of five documents [37]:  
 
1. Europass CV: The Europass CV enables you to make your skills and qualifications 
visible around the Europe. The Europass-CV includes categories for the presentation of 
information on personal matters, emphasising technical, organisational, artistic and social 
skills, language proficiency, work experience and educational and training attainments. 
 
2. Europass Language Passport: The Europass Language Passport allows you to describe 
your language skills, skills that are vital for learning and working in Europe. The 
Europass Language Passport was developed by the Council of Europe as part of the 
European Language Portfolio which consists of three documents: the Language Passport, 
the Language Biography and the Dossier. 
 
3. Europass Mobility: The Europass Mobility is a record of any organised period of time 
(called Europass Mobility experience) that a person spends in another European country 
for the purpose of learning or training. The mobility experience is monitored by two 
partner organisations, the first in the country of origin and the second in the host country. 
Both partners agree on the purpose, content and duration of the experience; a mentor is 
identified in the host country. The partners may be universities, schools, training centres, 
companies, etc. 
 
4. Europass Diploma Supplement: The Europass Diploma Supplement is issued to 
graduates of higher education institutions along with their degree or diploma. It helps to 
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ensure that higher education qualifications are more easily understood, especially outside 
the country where they were awarded. The Europass Diploma Supplement was developed 
jointly with Unesco and the Council of Europe. 
 
5. Europass Certificate Supplement: The Europass Certificate Supplement is delivered to 
people who hold a vocational education and training certificate; it adds information to 
that which is already included in the official certificate, making it more easily understood, 
especially by employers or institutions outside the issuing country. The information in the 
Europass Certificate Supplement is provided by the relevant certifying authorities. 
In this section, we use the Europass Language Passport as an example for implementing the data 
structures of IMS RDCEO Specification (the IMS RDCEO representation of Europass Language 
Passport can be found at Appendix D)  
The Europass Language Passport [38], a European common Model for language competencies 
was developed by the Council of Europe as part of the European Language Portfolio. It supports 
the definition of individual’s language skills on a six-level scale and it was designed to enhance 
the motivation of individuals to improve their ability to communicate in different languages. It 
has two functions: motivating learners to study languages and helping them think about their 
learning goals, and providing a clear way of recording language skills. 
The EuroPass Language Passport defines a competence ontology consisting of 5 simple 
competencies and 3 complex competencies. Each of these competencies is associated (directly or 
indirectly) with a list of language topics (see Fig. 2). 
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In this chapter we investigate the IMS RDCEO Specification. The IMS RDCEO specification is 
only a description tool for competencies and does not show how individual reusable competency 
definitions can be aggregated to form broader competencies or how competencies are to be 
assessed, certified, recorded etc. So, based on the description capacity of the IMS RDCEO 
specification, we have identified the following open issues: 
 
¾ How to represent the level of a competency? The IMS-RDCEO specification supports 
the representation of a competency level, within the “title” element. The information 
stored within this element is in a narrative format, thus, it is not machine understandable 
and limits the scope of interoperability among different systems. 
 
¾ How to represent the grading scale of a competency? The IMS-RDCEO specification 
does not provide a way to represent the “grading scale” of a competency, thus, provides 
limited support for the assessment of complex competencies. 
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¾ How to represent the success threshold of a competency? The IMS-RDCEO 
specification does not support the definition of a “success threshold” for a competency. 
Therefore, a learning system cannot interpret the existence of a competence. 
 
¾ How to describe complex competencies in an interoperable way? The IMS-RDCEO 
already supports the definition of complex competencies (that is, any competency 
consisting of other – simple or complex – competencies) through the use of 
“metadata/relation” element. However, it does not provide a way to represent the 
weighting factor of sub-competencies when assessing a complex one, thus, provides 
limited support for the assessment of complex competencies. 
 
 
HR-XML Specification Review 
Introduction to HR-XML Specification 
The HR-XML Consortium [22] is an independent, non-profit organization dedicated to the 
development and promotion of a standard suite of XML specifications to enable e-business and 
the automation of human resources-related data exchanges. 
 
In order to achieve this scope, HR-XML Consortium has produced a library of more than 100 
interdependent "XML schemas". XML Schemas define the data elements for particular HR 
transactions, as well as options and constraints governing the use of those elements. The HR-
XML Consortium has produced schemas covering major processes, as well as component 
schemas, used across multiple business processes. 
 
The Competencies schema allows the capture of information about evidence used to substantiate 
a competency and ratings and weights that can be used to rank, compare, and otherwise evaluate 
the sufficiency or desirability of a competency [23]. 
 
One of the challenges in creating a standard schema for the exchange of competency information 
is the many ways that the term “competency” has been used by different people at different points 
in time within disciplines such as human resource management, organizational theory, behavioral 
science, industrial psychology, and education.  
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Therefore, one of the HR-XML Competency Workgroup’s important design goals was “the 
development of a competency schema that would be relatively simple and sufficiently flexible to 
be useful within a variety of business contexts”. 
 
HR-XML Information Model 
The HR-XML data model is purposely simple in order to provide the flexibility to different 
organisations to describe their own Competence Model within a variety of business contexts. 
Additionally this standard schema for the exchange of competency data will improve the 
communication across many HR systems and will simplify data transfer processes, thereby 
helping HR organizations save time and money. 
 
The HR-XML information model contains the following core elements: 
1. Name: A short name for the related competency. 
 
2. Description: A narrative description of the competency. 
 
3. Required: A boolean used to indicate whether the CompetencyEvidence is mandatory 
for a particular position or given context. 
 
4. CompetencyId: An identification code assigned to identify or classify the competency. 
 
5. TaxonomyId: A code that identifies the taxonomy of the competency. 
 
6. CompetencyEvidence: A text label that is used to capture information to substantiate the 
existence, sufficiency, or level of a Competency. CompetencyEvidence might include test 
results, reports, performance appraisals, evaluations, certificates, licenses, or a record of 
direct observation, such as a report given by a former supervisor or other employment 
reference. 
 
7. CompetencyWeight: A text label that allows the capture of information on the relative 
importance of the Competency.  
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8. Competency: Competencies can be recursive. A competency may include other 
competencies. One competency might be decomposed into several component 
competencies, each of which might be separately measurable. 
 
9. UserArea: Personal information about the individual that holds the defined competency. 
 
Figure 3: The HR-XML Information Model 
 
 
Case Study – The Europass Language Passport 
In this section, we use again the Europass Language Passport as we did in section 3.3, in order to 
implement the data structures of HR-XML specification about competencies. The examples that 
we use are the same as in IMS RDCEO, in order to illustrate the difference between the data 
structures of these two corresponding specifications. (The HR-XML representation of Eupass 
Language Passport can be found at Appendix E)  
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Conclusions 
In this chapter we investigate the HR-XML Specification. The HR_XML specification contrary to 
IMS RDCEO is not only a description model for competencies but allows the capture of 
information about evidence used to substantiate a competency and ratings and weights that can be 
used to rank, compare, and otherwise evaluate the sufficiency or desirability of a competency. 
Based on the description capacity of the HR-XML specification, some of the open issues that we 
have set in section 3.4 can be refined as above: 
 
¾ How to represent the level of a competency? The HR-XML specification supports the 
representation of the proficiency level of a competency, within the “CompetencyWeight” 
element. This element also permits the capture of the minimum and the maximum value 
for the proficiency level of the relative competency. 
 
¾ How to represent the grading scale of a competency? The HR-XML specification does 
not provide a way to represent the “grading scale” of a competency, thus, provides 
limited support for the assessment of complex competencies. 
 
¾ How to represent the success threshold of a competency? The HR-XML specification 
does not support the definition of a “success threshold” for a competency. Therefore, a 
learning system cannot interpret the existence of a competence. 
 
¾ How to describe complex competencies in an interoperable way? The HR-XML 
supports the definition of complex competencies through the use of “Competency” 
element. However, it does not provide a way to represent the weighting factor of sub-
competencies when assessing a complex one, thus, provides limited support for the 
assessment of complex competencies. 
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Mapping of IMS-RDCEO and HR-XML 
Introduction  
The scope of IMS RDCEO specification is the definition of an information model for describing 
competencies in the context of e-learning. The IMS RDCEO specification does not show how 
individual reusable competency definitions can be aggregated to form broader competencies and 
does not address how competencies are to be assessed, certified, recorded etc. 
 
In comparison, the scope of HR-XML Consortium when a Schema for Competencies was 
building, was not only a definition of a model for describing competencies but also recording 
evidences used to substantiate a competency and ratings and weights that can be used to rank, 
compare, and otherwise evaluate the sufficiency or desirability of a competency. 
 
Therefore we are talking about two models, from different domains, the e-learning domain and 
the business domain, that describes the same object – competencies – but each of these models 
using different elements and capturing different type of information about competencies. In the 
section below, we are going to illustrate the mapping between the elements of these two 
description models for competencies, in order to present what the same elements are and what is 
the information’s overlapping in these two models. 
 
Mapping of IMS RDCEO and HR-XML Elements 
In the figure below we represent the mapping between the elements of IMS RDCEO and HR-
XML specifications. As we can see both specifications have dispose elements for capturing 
information like as: 
 
¾ the identification of the competency (Identification – CompetencyId),  
¾ the title of the competency (Title - Name), 
¾ the description of the competency (Description - Description), 
¾ the definition of the competency (Definition -Competency). 
 
However, HR-XML specification has elements like CompetencyEvidence and 
CompetencyWeight that does not match with none of IMS RDCEO elements, cause IMS RDCEO 
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specification address only the description part of a competency and not with the part of recording 
evidences about a specific competency. 
 
Additionally, HR-XML specification has elements like TaxonomyId that does not match with 
none of IMS RDCEO elements cause IMS RDCEO intentions is “to meet the simple need of 
referencing and cataloguing a competency, not classifying it” and UserArea that also does not 
match with none of IMS RDCEO elements but is matching with elements form another 
specification of IMS, the IMS LIP (Learner Information Profile) that is a model for describing the 
learner’s profile including a variety of information. 
 
Nonetheless, IMS RDCEO permits the embedding of optional meta-data as specified in the 
information model. So, an implementation might include taxonomy information through the use 
of meta-data as we can see in Figure 13. 
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Figure 5: Mapping of HR-XML elements with other metadata models referred by IMS RDCEO  
 
The proposed CDM for TenC Competence Observatory 
based on IMS RDCEO and HR-XML Mapping 
CDM Information Model 
The CDM information model contains the following core elements:  
 
1. Identifier: A globally unique label that identifies this definition of competency or 
educational objective. The “Identifier” element consists of two other sub-elements: 
“Catalog” and “Entry”. 
 
2. Title: A short name for this competency. The “Title” may be repeated in multiple 
languages. 
 
3. Description: A narrative description of the competency or educational objective. The 
“Description” may be repeated in multiple languages. 
 
4. ProficiencyLevel: The proficiency level of the competency. There may be multiple 
instances of this category.  
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5. Classification: This category describes where this competency falls within a particular 
classification system. To define multiple classifications, there may be multiple instances 
of this category. 
 




Figure 6: The CDM Information Model 
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No: The number of the data element.  An element may be composed of sub-elements.  The 
numbering scheme reflects these relationships.  
 
Name: The descriptive name of the element.  
 
Explanation: A brief functional description of the element.  
 
Required: Indicates if the element is required: 
¾ M = Mandatory Element that must be included in the data object, if the element at the 
higher level is included;  
¾ C = Conditional Element.  Existence is dependent on values of other Elements;  
¾ O = Optional Element. 
 
Multi: Multiplicity of the element:  
¾ Single = single instance;  
¾ Single * = single instance per language; 
¾ Number = maximum number of times the element is repeatable;  
¾ n = multiple occurrences allowed, no limit;  
Repeatability of an element implies that all sub-elements repeat with the same element.  
 
Datatype: A description of formatting rules for the data element.  Type includes the maximum 
length of the element. 
 
Notes: Additional descriptive information about the element.  
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Table 1: The CDM Elements 
 
Conclusions 
As we saw in this section, HR-XML specification is a composition of elements from IMS 
RDCEO specification (description data for the competency), from IEEE LOM standard 
(classification data for the competency) and from IMS LIP specification (personal data for the 
individual that holds a specific competency).  
 
Additionally, HR-XML has elements like CompetencyEvidence that is used to capture 
information to substantiate the existence, sufficiency, or level of a competency and 
CompetencyWeight that is used to record information about the importance of the competency. 
 
When we want to create reusable definitions of competencies the elements that we want to use or 
better, the information that we don’t want to record is the following: 
 
¾ Personal information about the individual that is holding a specific competency. 
¾ Evidences that substantiate the existence of a competency. 
 
So, may be the description capacity of the IMS RDCEO specification is elliptic and does not 
provide the means for the full description of a competency, but in the other side HR-XML is a bit 
steep because captures information that reduces drastically the reusability.   
 
Therefore, we decide to create a model that takes elements from IMS RDCEO specification and 
elements from HR-XML, in order to create reusable definitions of competencies. Substantially, 
because HR-XML overbalances IMS RDCEO our CDM is a short version of HR-XML enhanced 
with new elements. 
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Part B: Web-Based Observatories 
 
Definition of Web-Based Observatories 
Below we provide a variety of definitions about observatories: 
 
− “An observatory is a location used for observing terrestrial and/or celestial events. 
Astronomy, astrology, climatology, geology, meteorology, oceanography and 
volcanology are examples of disciplines for which observatories have been constructed. 
Historically, observatories were as simple as containing a sextant (for measuring the 
distance between stars) or Stonehenge (which has some alignments on astronomical 
phenomena)” [4] 
 
− “A building, place, or institution designed and equipped for making observations of 
astronomical, meteorological, or other natural phenomena” [3] 
 
− “A structure overlooking an extensive view” [3] 
 
− “A place or building for making observations on the heavenly bodies” [5] 
 
− “A building fitted with instruments for making systematic observations of any particular 
class or series of natural phenomena” [5] 
 
− “A place, as an elevated chamber, from which a view may be observed or commanded” 
[5] 
 
− “A lookout on a flank of a battery whence an officer can note the range and effect of the 
fire; usually referred to as an observation post” [5] 
 
Concluding the above definitions we could define an observatory as a structure, a building or a 
place designed and equipped for making observations about a specific domain.   
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From the research we have done in order to gather the available definitions about web-based 
observatories we did not find any results. Therefore and taking into account the definition of an 
observatory we can say that a web based observatory is a “virtual place” that gathers observations 
about a specific domain in a database and monitors these results by the use of web. As we can see 
in the figure below the basic functionalities provided by a web-based observatory are two-stage 




Figure 7: Web-Based Observatory Main Functionalities 
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Existing Web-Based Observatories 
The CEN/ISSS Learning Technology Standards Observatory 
The Learning Technology Standards Observatory [6] is a web based 
observatory that acts as a focal access point to projects, results, activities 
and organisations that are relevant to the development and adoption of e-
learning technology standards. The systems allows the visitors without 
registering, to search all over the observatory and find the desirable information between the 
relevant standards and specifications they want, as well as between the organisations that develop, 
define, profile or implement them. The contents included in the Learning Technology Standards 
Observatory are mostly taken from the web sites of other institutions and bodies. 
Information available at the Learning Technology Standards Observatory (LTSO) includes: 
− Summary of each standard or proposal including key data in order to allow the user to 
grasp the gist of the specification. 
− Tracking data on the evolution of the standard through the different drafts. 
− Relationship and main difference among proposed specifications and standards for the 
same category. 
− Clarification of the relationships between formal standardization bodies (ISO, CEN, 
IEEE), 
− Specification development consortia (such as ARIADNE and IMS) and profiling bodies 
(such as CANCORE, ALIC, and others). 
− Links to the complete set of specifications (if available on-line) or to information on 
where to obtain them. 
− Information on the actual uptake of specifications and standards. 
− Information about relevant events, activities and organizations. 
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Figure 8: The CEN/ISSS Learning Technology Standards Observatory 
 
 The IDABC Open Source Software Observatory 
The IDABC (Interoperable Delivery of European eGovernment Services 
to public Administrations, Businesses and Citizens) Observatory [7] is 
dedicated to Free/Libre/Open Source Software and is intended to 
encourage the spread and use of Best Practices in Europe. It provides an 
introduction for new users to the concept of Free/Libre/Open Source Software and presents 
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Figure 9: The IDABC Open Source Software Observatory 
 
The Basic Skills Agency Observatory  
 
The Observatory of Basic Skills [8] is a source of information about 
literacy, numeracy and language in England and Wales. The priorities 
of this observatory are:  
− speaking and listening skills,  
− transition points such as starting school, or a new job, 
− engaging the disengaged.  
In order to improve the basic skills of young people and adults this observatory provides a list of 
useful sources for basic skills policy and research.  
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Figure 10: The Basic Skills Agency Observatory 
 
The European Quality Observatory  
The European Quality Observatory [9] is an internet-based repository 
implemented as a portal to promote the use of quality management, 
quality assurance and quality assessment concepts for eLearning in 
different communities. The main objective is to provide a central facility 
enabling developers, managers, administrators, decision-makers and end-users to find an 
approach that suits their organisation's needs. In particular, national, regional, and local needs and 
requirements are included in the observatory, resulting in a European Quality Community. 
 
The EQO users are able to contribute quality approaches & experiences to the database, use all 
search and adaptation services, get newest information about EQO work (newsletter), and 
participate and discuss in forums. (http://www.eqo.info/) 
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Figure 11: The European Quality Observatory 
 
The Public Population Project in Genomics Observatory 
The Public Population Project in Genomics 
(P3G) observatory [10] is an international 
consortium of public bodies involved in 
major genetic epidemiology projects and bio-banks. It was created to develop and manage a 
multidisciplinary infrastructure for comparing and combining results from large-scale population 
genomic studies, to facilitate the translation of research into clinical benefits in terms of disease 
prevention and treatment.  
 
The P3G Observatory aims to disseminate scientific and technical information produced by 
member groups, and to provide suitable tools for the development, co-ordination and comparison 
of studies. To this latter end, the Observatory contains a catalogue of all major population 
genomics studies around the world (including those run by groups who are not P3G members) 
that can be used to access and compare information about different projects. 
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Figure 12: The Public Population Project on Genomics Observatory 
 
The “économie langues formation” Observatory 
The “économie langues formation” Observatory [11] began its 
activities, with financial support from the Rector of the University 
of Geneva. Its chief mission is to offer contributions to research 
and teaching on the interrelations between the economy, languages and education. A particular 
emphasis is placed on the developing of tools for the management of linguistic diversity.  
 
The élf users are able to get newest information about programmes and publications relating to 
the field of diversity management.  
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Figure 13: The “économie langues formation” Observatory 
The Helios Observatory 
HELIOS [12] is an observation platform, funded under the e-Learning 
program of the European Commission and it aims to monitor the 
progress of e-Learning in Europe vis-à-vis policy objectives and to 
forecast future scenarios of e-Learning evolution integrated research 
and development project. In the framework of the HELIOS project, six 
thematic analyses intended to observe the impact of e-Learning on a number of key priorities of 
the EU and national policy agenda (as defined after the Lisbon Council) are going to be carried 
out. The thematic priorities are:  
− Access to learning,  
− Employability,  
− Personal development/citizenship,  
− Internationalisation of Education and Training,  
− Organisational change,  
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− Innovation of Education and Training. 
 
 
Figure 14: The Helios Observatory 
 
The LEONIE (Learning in Europe: Observatory on National and International 
Evolution) Observatory 
The LEONIE observatory [13] is focused on trends and drivers of 
change affecting European Education and Training systems. Each 
partner of this project, produced a document summarizing 
national and international trends of education and training 
systems, and identified main drivers of change. The main objectives of LEONIE obseratory is: 
− To identify major drivers of change, in economy and society, which effect the present and 
future development of education and training, 
− To identify and develop a capacity to monitor the innovation processes that are taking 
place within education and training systems, and that are intentionally implemented by 
the relevant authorities and players, 
− To build and validate a series of indicators, that will allow comparisons in time and 
between countries, of change processes affecting education and training, 
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− To establish a capacity to forecast the likely evolution of education and training in 
Europe, 
− To build different levels of multi-actor partnership to make the validated observation 
components sustainable in the medium and long term 
and provide the outcome information through the observatory not only to users from the standard 




Figure 15: The LEONIE (Learning in Europe: Observatory on National and International 
Evolution) Observatory 
 
The POLE (Policy Observatory for Lifelong learning and Employability) 
Observatory 
The POLE observatory [14] addresses the needs for better 
understanding the relationships between lifelong learning policies 
and practice and the use of Information and Communication 
Technologies (ICT). The project aims at elaborating answers about 
the ways that ICT can enhance and amplify the results of lifelong 
learning policies, especially in the framework of the eLearning 
Initiative and following the recommendations in the Memorandum of Lifelong Learning. 
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The main target group comprises the policy makers and policy implementers, who are dealing 
with lifelong learning in the above areas (Employability and Social Inclusion), while a second 
broader target group consists in the entire research community in lifelong learning, education and 
training in general, social inclusion, employability. 
 
 
Figure 16: The POLE (Policy Observatory for Lifelong learning and Employability) Observatory 
 
The PASCAL (Place Management, Social Capital and Learning Regions) 
Observatory 
The PASCAL Observatory [15] is founded on the presumption that there 
is considerable work to be done to enable regional governments and 
associated policy-makers to benefit fully from emerging research and 
learning about how best to foster balanced and sustainable economic and 
social development in their regions. PASCAL offers a single, online 
portal which brings together relevant documents, analysis, news, events and research, providing 
easy, cost effective and efficient access to relevant and useful information. 
 
The following services are currently available: 
− substantial monthly reports on hot topics, prepared by international experts  
− regular briefings on emerging issues, prepared by staff within the Observatory  
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− an electronic library providing details of relevant policy, research and programmes 
associated with successful interventions of various kinds  
− notes on current demonstration projects which demonstrate the potential and achieved 
benefits from public/private partnership initiatives  
− a news clipping service of news stories from around the world  
− notices of forthcoming conferences and seminars  
− notices of new and forthcoming books  
− a monthly newsletter by email which notifies users of recently published papers, reports, 
research, books and forthcoming conferences. 
− seminars and conferences on topics of interest to stakeholders. 
 
 
Figure 17: The PASCAL (Place Management, Social Capital and Learning Regions) Observatory 
 
The Linguasphere Observatory 
The Linguasphere Observatory [16] serves as a viewing-platform from 
which the linguasphere may be observed as a transnational system, and 
from which the situation of each linguistic community, however small, 
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may be seen in its local and global context. Its fundamental aims are to study and promote 
multilingualism, to encourage the role of international languages in the service of a multilingual 




Figure 18: The Linguasphere Observatory 
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Main Functionalities of Existing Web-based 
Observatories 
According to the web-based observatories that we described in the previous section, in this 
section we will identify the common functionalities that these systems have. Depending on the 
domain of their observation and the scopes that they want to achieve, each of the described web-
based observatory is presenting a different set of functionalities. As it is expected, we will focus 
our attention on the main functionalities that education observatories present. Before the 
presentation of the main functionalities we will illustrate the disaggregating we did by defining 
three dimensions that consist of different set of functionalities. The dimensions are the following: 
 
¾ Information Services: consisting of services, which provide the capability to search the 
contents of the observatory for any new items added in the observatory or browse the 
library of items stored in the observatory. 
 
¾ Communication Tools: consisting of specific tools, which enable users of the 
observatory to communicate and exchange opinions/ideas 
 
¾ Resource Management: consisting of functionalities, which enable the users of the 
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¾ News: A service describing any new about the observatory itself and/or its contents. 
 




¾ Forum: An online discussion group, where participants with common interests can 
exchange open messages. 
 
¾ Chat: Real-time communication between multiple users over the observatory. Like a 
conference call using text instead of conversation, is a bit like e-mail in real time. The 
text appears as it is typed on all users participating in the chat. 
 
¾ Wiki: A web application that allows to users of the observatory to add content, as on an 




¾ Links: A list with useful web links that provides interesting information available to the 
public. 
 
¾ Resource Management: Resources about the domain of the observatory  
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Comparison of Existing Web-Based Observatories 
In this section we try to make a comparison of the web-based observatories that we described in 
section 7. The comparison will be made according to the three dimensions of functionalities that 
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From the table above we can notice that all existing web-based observatories provide 
information services (News and Search Engines) to their users except from the POLE 
Observatory. Furthermore, most of the web-based observatories provide a forum to their users 
and only one provide a chat (The EQO Observatory), but no one of the described 
observatories provide a wiki. Finally we can notice that all observatories provide a resource 
library to their users and most of them provide Links related with the domain of Observatory.  
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 Conclusions 
Summarizing this section we can notice that because of the existence of two competencies 
description models, we decided to create a joint model that selects elements from the current 
state-of-the-art specifications (the IMS RCDEO and the HR-XML). This new model, which 
we have called it CDM will be used for the description of the competences that will be held in 
the database of the TenC Competence Observatory. As a result the TenC Competence 
Observatory will have the capability to export and import competences description based on 
either IMS RDCEO specification or HR-XML specification.  
  
Furthermore, a reference Competence Observatory that we can rely on does not exist. As a 
result, in order to design the TenC Competence Observatory we have to build on the common 
functionalities of existing web based observatories properly modified to meet the 
TenCompetence needs.  
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According to the Review of Competence Models and Observatory Tools, we can say that a 
competence observatory can be defined as a virtual place that gathers observations about 
competencies and monitors the results by the use of the web. 
 
The scope of this document is to present how the TenC Competence Observatory will be 
designed based on the Competence Description Model (CDM) and observatory’s functional 
requirements specified in the Review of Competence Models and Observatory Tools.  
 
We are starting our design by presenting the user groups that the TenC Competence 
Observatory is trying to address. Afterwards we present a complete set of Scenarios of Use 
based on the targeted user groups and we define the main functionalities of the observatory 
which expand the basic functionalities that have been identified in the Review of Competence 
Models and Observatory Tools.  
 
The main functionalities are leading us to the functional and non-functional requirements of 
the system and to the Use Cases, which are described via the use of UML diagrams. 
 
Another critical design issue is the integration of the observatory with the overall architecture 
of TenCompetence; as a result we are trying to design the components of the TenC 
Competence Observatory appropriately, taken into account the architecture requirements of 
TenCompetence, in order to be able to integrate the TenC Competence observatory during 
cycle 2 of the project. 
 
Moreover, we present the class diagram of the observatory, which is very important for the 
phase of implementation and finally we present an evaluation plan, which will be used as 
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Targeted User Groups  
In this section, we describe the groups that the TenC Competence Observatory tries to target. 
These groups are divided into two categories, which are described below: 
 
¾ Enterprises or Organizations: this group is interested in defining job profiles for 
their employees. More specifically an enterprise or an organization is trying to be 
informed about the competences that fit to the professions of its employees.   
 
¾ Individuals: this group is interested in comparing their own competences with 
reference ones for their professions.  
 
As a result we can say that both Enterprises/Organizations and Individuals can be seen as 
members of “Communities” related with specific job roles who want to share experiences 
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Scenarios of Use 
In this section we present three Scenarios of Use in narrative form. The Scenarios of use, 
which are depicted below give a general picture about the main functionalities and the 
functional and non-functional requirements that will describe in the next sections.      
 
Scenario of Use 1: Search and Download a competence related document  
Brief Description of the Scenario  
A non-registered user to the observatory wants to download a document, in order to be 
informed about the domain of the observatory and the scope of the observatory.  
 
Actors 
- Primary Actors: Non-registered User 
- Secondary Actors: none 
 
Flow of Events 
- Basic Flow 
 
Begin 
The non-registered user enters the TenC Competence Observatory 
 
Browses the resources area 
 
The non-registered user browses the resources page and tries to find a 
document related with competences and the scope of the observatory 
 
Download the document 
 
The non-registered user finds the desired document and downloads it, in 
order to informed about the observatory and to decide if he wants to register 
to the observatory or not   
 
- Alternative Flow 
 
Use the Search Engine 
The non-registered user uses the search engine of the observatory, in order to 
find the desired document. By using the appropriate keywords the non-
registered user finds the desired document and downloads it.  
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- The non-registered user downloaded successfully the document 
- The non-registered user cancelled the download procedure 
 
Scenario of Use 2: Find out the Competences for a specific Job/Function  
Brief Description of the Scenario  
A registered user is a web-developer and he wants to know what he has to learn, in order to 
become better in his profession. He decides to enter the TenC Competence Observatory and 
find out the competences that the other users of the Observatory have suggested for his 
profession.  
Actors 
- Primary Actors: Registered User 
- Secondary Actors:  Peers (other registered users) 
 
Flow of Events 
- Basic Flow 
 
Begin 
The user enters the TenC Competence Observatory 
 
Login 
The user logs in to the observatory    
 
Browses available job/functions  
 
The user browses the available job/functions of the observatory and finds the 
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Browse job/function levels 
 
The user selects the appropriate level (for example expert level) for the 
profession of web-developer 
 
Browse competences for job/function level  
 
The user browses the competences, which is related with the selected level of 
the profession of web-developer.  
 
- Alternative Flow 1 
 
User does not have a profile 
 
If the user has not a profile the system will prompt him to create one 
 
- Alternative Flow 2 
 
Search the available jobs/functions 
 










The user finds out the appropriate competences of the profession of web developer for a 
specific level    
 
Scenario of Use 3: Create a Competence Description and discuss it with the peers   
Brief Description of the Scenario  
A registered user is a member of a big company and head of Human Resources Unit. He 
wants to add in the repository of the TenC Competence Observatory a competence about the 
profession of web developer, in order to share his experience with the other users of the TenC 
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Actors 
- Primary Actors: Registered User 
- Secondary Actors:  Peers (other registered users) 
 
Flow of Events 
- Basic Flow 
Begin 
The user enters the TenC Competence Observatory 
 
Login 
The user logs in to the TenC Competence Observatory 
 
Create a new competence description 
 
The user fills the form with the appropriate elements, in order to create a new 
competence description about web developers. He maps this competence 
description with a specific level for the profession of web-developers 
 
Connect to Community 
 
The user browses the job/functions and he connects to the community related 
with web developers. 
 
Enter the Chat 
 
The user enters the chat of the community and discuss with other users about 
the competence has just created. The other users advise him to change some 
elements of the competence description  
 
Create a new version of the competency 
 
The user updates the competence description taking into account the feedback 
from his peers   
 
- Alternative Flow 1 
 
User does not have a profile 
 
If the user has not a profile the system will prompt him to create one 
 
- Alternative Flow 2 
 
Search the available job/functions 
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Main Functionalities 
In this section we describe the main functionalities of the TenC Competence Observatory. 
The TenC Competence Observatory beyond the main functionalities that an observatory must 
perform and are depicted in the table below will provide competence related functionalities. 
  
Information Services Communication Tools Resource Management 
News Search Engines Forum Chat Wiki Links Resource Library 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
 
Table 3: Basic Observatory Functionalities 
 
These functionalities as we can see in the figure below are: 
¾ Searching specific competences, and exporting them as XML files 
 
¾ Creating competences descriptions 
 













Export to XML File
 
 
Figure 20: Competence Related Functionalities 
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The main functionalities that have been identified from the Review of Competence Models 
and Observatory Tools are presented below. These functionalities have been customized 




¾ News: A service describing any new about the TenC Competence Observatory itself 
and/or its contents. 
 





¾ Forum: An online discussion group, where participants with common interests can 
exchange open messages. 
 
¾ Chat: Real-time communication between multiple users over the TenC Competence 
Observatory. Like a conference call using text instead of conversation, is a bit like e-
mail in real time. The text appears as it is typed on all users participating in the chat. 
 
¾ Wiki: A web application that allows to users of the TenC Competence Observatory to 




¾ Links: A list with useful web links that provides interesting information available to 
the public. 
 
¾ Resource Management: A list with useful digital resources (document, 
presentations) about competences and the observatory itself  
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Functional and Non-Functional Requirements 
User Categories 
In chapter 2 we identify the user groups that the TenC Competence Observatory is trying to 
address. These groups can be mapped into three User Categories, defined as follows: 
Anonymous User: an anonymous, not logged in / not registered user. Guest users 
(Enterprises/Organizations representatives or individuals) are presented a limited 
functionality. In order to acquire the rights to use basic functionalities of the TenC 
Competence Observatory the user must fulfil a form with a list of questions. 
Registered User: the registered user (Enterprises/Organizations representatives or 
individuals) can have access to all the areas of the observatory. The registered user contributes 
competences and jobs/functions to the observatory and becomes member of communities 
related with jobs/functions, in order to share his experience with other users. 
Administrator: the user, who is responsible for the maintenance of the system and for its 
proper operation     
 
Functional Requirements 
Analyzing the needs of the different users’ categories of the TenC Competence Observatory 
we conclude to the following functional requirements: 
• For Anonymous Users 
o To register to the TenC Competence Observatory by defining their personal 
details like name, surname, email, address, personal web page and their 
special interests like the desired jobs/functions 
o To be informed about any new in the observatory  
o To have limited access to the Competences Repository of the observatory 
o To have the option to view the available jobs/function that the observatory 
includes 
o To search the observatory contents, in order to find information about it 
o To view links related with the observatory 
o To have access to a resource library related to the domain of the observatory 
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o To log-in to the TenC Competence Observatory using an appropriate 
username and password. 
• For Registered Users 
o To view and edit their profile 
o To be informed about any new in the observatory 
o To search the observatory contents, in order to find specific information 
o To view links related with the TenC Competence Observatory 
o To have access to a resource library related to the domain of the TenC 
Competence Observatory 
o To have a private space where they store their competences about the 
jobs/functions levels they are interested  
o To create new versions of the competences that they have in their space 
o To extract the competences of their space to XML format 
o To delete a competence from their space 
o To add a new competence to the Competences Repository of the observatory  
o To have the option to view the available jobs/function that the observatory 
includes 
o To create new jobs/functions and jobs/functions levels 
o To map competences to job/function levels 
o To register, connect and participate to communities, which are related with 
jobs/functions 
o To participate to the collaboration tools of a community (forum, chat, wiki), 
in order to exchange opinions and experiences with other users 
o To have the option to view the analytic profiles of the members of a 
community 
o To have the option to view the list of competences for a specific job/function 
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• For Administrator 
o To be informed for any potential users of the observatory 
o To insert and delete news about the observatory 
o To browse or search about the registered users and see the analytic profile of 
the user and the interactions of a specific user with the system 
o To delete a user from the observatory 
o To insert and delete files from the resource library of the observatory 
o To insert and delete links related with the observatory 
Non-Functional Requirements 
The non-functional requirements specify how well the system must perform its actions. The 
non-functional requirements of the TenC Competence Observatory are divided into four 
categories as it is described below: 
• Usability  
o The System should run on any color screen with a resolution of 1024 x 768 or 
greater. 
 
Rationale: To give a good overview of the system, it’s necessary to show the 
whole system in a convenient way (without vertical and horizontal scroll 
bars). This can’t be achieved in a small screen   
 
o The System should provide to the users the capability to navigate and operate 
the system easily 
 
Rationale: It is important that users learn to navigate and operate the System 
easily and effectively; the existence of context sensitive help facilitates that.   
 
o The News/Announcements of the System should be archived after sixty (60) 
days 
 
Rationale: It is important for the system to keep its users informed with its 
latest news/announcements. A new/announcement, which is more than sixty 
(60) days old, should be archived, in order to keep the News/Announcements 
section short and usable for the users.  
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• Reliability  
 
o In order to protect user’s data from get lost, the state of user actions should be 
stored so the system should be able to recover them.       
 
Rationale: The System should not lose data when the hardware fails 
 
o User’s password has to be stored in an encrypted way and must be at least 8 
characters. 
 
Rationale: The user’s password should be 8 or more characters long and 
encrypted, so as to maximize the system’s security. 
 
o The System should support logical deletion of data 
 
Rationale: It is very important for the System to support recovery of deleted 
data; the logical deletion of data facilitates that.  
 
• Performance  
 
o On average, a response from the System to user inputs should take 5 seconds 
or less. 
 
Rationale: The average time for response ensures that the TenC Competence 
Observatory will be responsive and efficient to the user even for demanding 
queries. The average response time of 5 seconds is only guaranteed for users 
with download speed of at least 512 Kbit/sec 
 
o The maximum response from the System to user inputs can not exceed 60 
seconds 
 
Rationale: The maximum time for response ensures that the Web Server (ex. 
Apache), which hosts the TenC Competence Observatory will execute 
appropriate all the user requests. 
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• Supportability  
 
o The System has to be able to run on a number of different operating systems, 
among which Windows, Unix, Linux 
 
Rationale: Since the System addresses a wide range of users including 
Individuals and representatives from Enterprises/Organizations regardless of 
the computer system setup and/or operating system, the TenC Competence 
Observatory should run without any problems on any user setup.  
 
o The System has to be able to import and export competences descriptions 
based on IMS-RDCEO and HR-XML specifications 
 
Rationale: According to the TenC Domain Model, the TenC Competence 
Observatory must import and export competences based on the Common 
Competence Interoperability Framework, which will build on the current 
specs from HR-XML format and IEEE RDCEO. As a result, the TenC 
Competence Observatory has to be able to support both specifications (IMS 
RDCEO and HR-XML) 
 
o The System should be available for everybody. 
 
Rationale: The System should provide the capability for everyone to register 
and enter the System. An administrator should be responsible for the 
maintenance and the proper operation of the System. 
 
o The System should be available both as a standalone system and as an 
integrated part of the TenC System 
 
Rationale: According to the TenC Domain Model, the TenC Competence 
Observatory must import and export competence descriptions, as a result the 
TenC Competence Observatory is loosely coupled to the overall TenC 
System and the integration to the TenC System should be done in the level of 
“data exchange”.   
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Use Cases 
In this chapter we present the Use Cases of the TenC Competence Observatory. First we 
present the Use Case for the whole Work package 8 in order to identify the role of the TenC 
Competence Observatory among the others subsystems of the work package. Afterwards, we 
present the detail Use Cases for the TenC Competence Observatory via the use of UML 
diagrams.    
 
Basic Use Case (extracted from unified WP2 Use Case) 
At the following picture is presented the Use Case diagram for the Work Package 8. 
 
 
Figure 21: Use Case Diagram for WP8 
 
The work package 8 aims to develop models and tools to support the interoperability of 
formal and informal competence development programmes from different providers and from 
different countries. 
Within this framework, the TenC Competence Observatory will be used as the system where 
the learner will retrieve information about the competences that must acquire for different 
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professions/jobs or functions. This will guide the learner to find the appropriate programme 
through the Learning Network to develop his competences.      
 
Detail Use Cases 
In this section we will utilize the Use Cases Diagrams in order to describe the functionalities 
of our TenC Competence Observatory that were presented in chapter 5. Use case diagrams are 
used to identify the primary elements and processes that form the system. The primary 
elements are termed as "actors" and the processes are called "use cases." The Use case 
diagram shows which actors interact with each use case. 
In our case we have three actors: 
 
¾ The Anonymous User 
¾ The Registered User 
¾ The Administrator 
 
Below, for each of these actors we provide a diagram and for each use case of the diagram we 
provide a table, which contains information such as:  
 
¾ Description: A short scenario that describes the use case. 
¾ Actor: The actors participating in this use case. 
¾ Basic Flow: A basic flow of events. 
¾ Alternative Flows: Alternative flows if any. 
¾ Post Conditions: Conditions that must be fulfilled in order to achieve the 
corresponding act.  
¾ Pre-Conditions: Conditions after the act. 
¾ Include: Use cases that are included in the use case that we describe. 
¾ Extend: Use cases where the use case that we describe is an extension of these. 
¾ Notes: Useful notes about the use case. 
   
Anonymous User 
The following figure presents the use cases for the actor – Anonymous User (the description 
of all the Use Cases can be found at Appendix G)  
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Figure 22: Use Case Diagram – Anonymous User 
 
Registered User 
The following figure presents the use cases for the actor – Registered User (the description of 
all the Use Cases can be found at the Appendix H)  
 
 
Figure 23: Use Case Diagram - Registered User 
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Administrator 
The following figure presents the use cases for the actor – Administrator (the description of 
all the Use Cases can be found at the Appendix I)  
 
 
Figure 24: Use Case Diagram - Administrator 
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TenC Competence Observatory Components and their Specifications 
In this section we present the components of the TenC Competence Observatory and their 
specifications, based on the outcomes of the Review of Competence Models and Observatory 
Tools. The TenC Competence Observatory consists of the following components: 
 
1. Competences Component: 
This component provides the mechanisms for search/view competences and for Edit/Create 
competences. More specifically the component incorporates the following mechanisms: 
• Search/View Mechanism: provides the capability to the user to insert specific 
criteria, in order to search and view specific competences descriptions  
• Edit/Create Mechanism: provides the capability to the user to contribute 
competences description to the Competences Repository of the Observatory. 
Furthermore , the mechanism provides the capability to the user to create new 
versions of competences descriptions by editing already stored competences 
descriptions in the Competences Repository of the Observatory 
• Export to XML Format Mechanism: provides the capability to the user to 
export competences descriptions to XML format, compatible with the current 
state of the art specifications IMS RDCEO and HR-XML. 
 
2. Jobs/Functions Component: 
This component provides the mechanisms for managing the jobs/functions of the 
Observatory. More specifically the component incorporates the following mechanisms: 
• Create/Update Mechanism:  provides the capability to the user to contribute 
Jobs/Functions to the Observatory. Furthermore , the mechanism provides the 
capability to the user to create new versions of Jobs/Functions by editing already 
stored Jobs/Functions of the Observatory 
• Map Competences Mechanism: the mechanism provides the capability to the 
users to define the competences for specific jobs/functions levels.  
• Collaboration Tools:  the collaboration tools are used to support communication 
between the users of the TenC Competence Observatory. The collaboration tools 
include forum, chat and wiki   
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3. User Management Component: 
This component provides the mechanisms for view/edit the users’ profile and for the 
authentication of users when they log-in to the Observatory. More specifically the component 
incorporates the following mechanisms: 
• View/Edit Users’ Profile Mechanism: provides the capability to the user to 
view and edit his profile details.  
• User Authentication Mechanism:  this mechanism is used, in order to 
authenticate the users when they are trying to log-in to the Observatory.  
4. Information Services Component: 
This component provides the mechanisms for providing information services to the users of 
the observatory. More specifically the component incorporates the following mechanisms: 
• Links Mechanism: provides the capability to the user to view a set of Links 
related with the domain of the observatory  
• Resources Mechanism: provides the capability to the user to view a list of 
resources related with the domain of the observatory  
• News Mechanism: provides the capability to the user to view news and 
announcements about the TenC Competence Observatory  
5. System Administration Component: 
This component provides to the administrator the mechanisms for the administration of the 
system and its proper operation. More specifically the component incorporates the following 
mechanisms: 
• User Management Mechanism: this mechanism keep informed the 
administrator of the Observatory for any candidate users. The mechanism 
provides to the administrator the capability to approve or disapprove candidate 
users of the Observatory   
• News Mechanism: this mechanism provides to the administrator the capability to 
manage the news of the Observatory (add/remove news)  
• Resources Mechanism: this mechanism provides to the administrator the 
capability to manage the resources of the Observatory (add/remove resources)  
• Links Mechanisms: this mechanism provides to the administrator the capability 
to manage the links of the Observatory (add/remove links)   
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TenCompetence Architecture Requirements for Integration at Cycle 2 
The TenC Domain Model that was created in WP2 aims (among other objectives) to define 
the overall TenCompetence conceptual architecture. The TenC Competence Observatory 
within this overall architecture import and export competences based on the Common 
Competence Interoperability Framework, which will build on the current specs from HR-
XML format and IEEE RCDEO. These two specifications are presented in details at the 
Review of Competence Models and Observatory Tools.  
In order to ensure that the TenC Competence Observatory will meet the TenCompetence 
Architecture Requirements for integration at Cycle 2 we design the observatory to export and 
import competences based on the mapping between HR-XML and IEEE RDCEO 
specifications.           
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This mapping procedure between IMS RDCEO and HR-XML has been described in the 
Review of Competence Models and Observatory Tools. The joint competence description 
model is called CDM and we will use it, in order to store the competences description in the 
TenC Competence Observatory Database. This would ensure that the system would have the 
capability to import and export competences descriptions based on either IMS RDCEO 
specification or HR-XML specification.  
Summarizing all above the design of the TenC Competence Observatory responds to the 
requirements for integration at the TenCompetence architecture at Cycle 2.      
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Class Diagram 
In this section we present the class diagram of the TenC Competence Observatory. The class 
diagram illustrates the classes along with their attributes and their relations.   
 
 
Figure 26: TenC Competence Observatory - Class Diagram 
 
 
For the diagram above we can notice that the class User is connected with relation Inheritance 
with classes Administrator and Registered User. This means that a user which is stored to the 
system database is either a user, who has fulfilled the registration form or an administrator. 
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The class administrator is connected with relation of Directed Association with the classes 
New/Announcement, Resource, and Link. This means that the administrator is responsible 
and can manage these classes.  
The class user is connected with relation of Directed Association with the classes: 
job/function and competence because the competences and the jobs/functions are managed 
(created, updated) by the users. 
In addition the class user is connected with relation of Usage with the packages Forum, Chat, 
Wiki. These packages represent the collaboration tools that the user can use, in order to 
communicate with other users of the system.  
Moreover, the class Job/Function is connected with relation of Directed Composition with the 
class Job/Function since a Job/Function consists of several Job/Functions levels. 
Finally the class Competence is connected with relation of Directed Composition with the 
class Proficiency Level since a Competence consists of several Proficiency Levels. The 
proficiency levels are mapped to job/function levels and as result the relation between the 
class job/function level and the class proficiency level is a Directed Composition  
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 Evaluation Plan    
The Evaluation Plan for the TenC Competence Observatory will be based on three axis, as 
follows: 
 
• Assessment of system functionalities: the users will evaluate the design of the TenC 
Competence Observatory. More specifically the users will evaluate if the 
functionalities of the Observatory have been implemented properly         
• User interfaces and usability: the users will evaluate the interfaces and the usability 
of the system. More specifically the users will evaluate issues such as: presentation of 
information, user-friendliness of the Observatory, easy navigation, organization of 
information, etc.    
• Impact of the system: the users will evaluate the impact and the results of using the 
TenC Competence Observatory.    
 
For each of the above mentioned dimensions we will define suitable evaluation means, in 
order to take feedback from the targeted user groups. This activity will start after the initial 
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Chapter 3: OVERVIEW TOOL AND EMBEDDED 
DYNAMICS 
3.1 State of the Art review for Competence 
Development Systems and Stimulus Agents 
Introduction 
To date, is still difficult for individuals, groups and organisations in Europe to get an 
overview of all the possible formal and informal knowledge resources, units of learning, 
programmes and learning networks that are available, and to identify the most appropriate one 
for their needs. 
 The problem arises when one attempts to locate suitable information in a given area. An 
illustrating example could be a researcher that wants to pursue a post doc in a specific 
discipline and wants to explore the various possible openings in universities across Europe. In 
addition to finding the best way to access and obtain knowledge without having to manually 
filter out content, the potential post doc candidate will also be confronted with a series of 
questions.   
• Who could I access who has gone recently through an experience similar to the one I 
am going to embark into? 
• Who could I access who can provide me advice on how to best proceed on developing 
the targeted competences? 
• Who could I access who can provide me with the targeted competences in a “real-
time” mode? 
• Who could I access who can advise me on which document/site/programme is the 
most efficient/most pleasant way of developing the targeted competencies? 
• Who could I access who can provide me direct or indirect access to the people that 
are listed above? 
• Which type of access to all these people can I actually get? 
 The WWW has opened up immense possibilities for people to explore, search and 
access vast amounts of information from various sources. Furthermore, search engines are 
becoming the dominant way to filter out relevant content by specifying ones search through 
the use of keywords. Despite the success of search engines such as Google to help people 
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manage information within the internet, navigation remains a challenge especially for people 
who do not know exactly what they are looking for, and who’s search of appropriate and 
quality content is often a trail and errors process that often leads to dead-ends. As they exist 
today, the majority of search engines tend to return a number of related links and its relevance 
depends highly on the match between the terms entered and how the content is semantically 
organized. This approach of searching several terms and sifting through search results for 
suitability and quality can be extremely time-consuming. Additionally, a learner has the 
additional challenge of keeping track of ones research results, and to distinguish content 
which are interesting and worth pursuing from those that are completely irrelevant. Think of 
how difficult it is to keep track of the articles we as researchers read, book marking them and 
then retrieving those!  
 Moreover, search and overview tools do not provide access to people who produce or 
use this content and if these connections exist, as they oftentimes do, the point of entry to 
these people is usually a list-based directory. A directory-based approach presents information 
in a form of a static list of contact details, professional situation, past and present experience, 
and are poorly integrated to the current and future activities of each person as well as the 
range of resources each member has access to. With a directory approach, we cannot retrieve 
information quickly about who has taken the programme in the past, his perception, and his 
current situation and how best to contact him. Access to these additional, more contextual 
information can better guide an individual’s networking choices as an alternate form of 
knowledge search through people, i.e. who can I contact with the expertise I need and who 
will most likely respond. 
 For the purposes of the TENCompetence project, Task 8.2 will describe components 
needed to provide an overview of the possible formal and informal programmes that are 
available for users to develop their competencies. We have added an additional but equally 
important layer of facilitating access to the expertise and past and ongoing experiences of 
members within the network- as a form of knowledge search through others. 
 This review begins with models and tools related to a description of traditional portal-
based approach to information search and the key features of such methods as well as 
illustrating examples. This is followed in section three by the proposition of a more 
interactive and dynamic approach to knowledge gathering and decision-making. This 
approach focuses on the organization, management and visualization of the social network 
within which much knowledge is contained in the form of previous experiences, contacts, 
opinions, expertise, etc. Section four includes a more detailed analysis of various search, 
matching and visualization techniques that may be used to help users navigate through the 
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formal and informal networks within the learning community and to identify relevant 
competence development programmes and other competence-related opportunities. We 
conclude with an analysis of how these tools may be adapted for use in TENCompetence. 
 
3.1.1 Review of web portals and current methods for information search 
 Web portals serve as a point of entry for the collection, organization, search and 
diffusion of information. If designed with a community-perspective in mind, they can also 
serve as a social space in which users may share and exchange knowledge with one another.  
 The word portal originated from the Latin word porta, meaning door or gate. The 
Oxford dictionary defines a portal simply as a door or gateway, with a web portal as an 
“internet site providing a directory of links to other sites” (reference). These sites provide 
access to a vast amount of information, usually organized by topic items and including both 
basic and more advanced keyword-based search engines to better guide a user’s search for 
information.  
 Wikipedia further clarifies web portals as sites on the WWW that “typically provide 
personalized capabilities to their visitors”. They are designed to use distributed applications 
and various types of middleware to bring together services from various sources. Early 
examples include web directories such as America Online, Lycos, Yahoo and other search 
engines such as Excite, Altavista and Hotbot, with which users may have access to a variety 
of topics, such as the weather, news, travel, food, culture, etc. In an attempt to encourage 
continual usage, these early portals were extended with features such as email, customizations 
and chat rooms. While many of these sites no longer exist, some, such as Yahoo! remain 
vibrant, due to continual development of its services around users needs, such as providing 
original content, personalized media experiences, the creation of groups and communities 
around special interests and greater functionality of its email services. 
 Portals are especially useful for government agencies which have a vast repository of 
knowledge and informational resources that they need to communicate to large audience. 
Increasingly, governments are looking to use portal themselves as a form of knowledge 
management. Within the United States, portal-based initiatives are sweeping the country as 
state and local governments work towards going online (Wagner et al, 2006; Newcombe, 
2000). E-governments are among the largest webs in existences, based on the amount of 
information, size of its audience and number of information providers. When designed 
properly, they have been shown to be an effective way to efficiently provide better services 
for its citizens and improve governmental services (Gronlund, 2004). For example, within 
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many states, individuals can now, from their own home, download governmental and 
administrative forms, renew licences, schedule appointments, and keep up to date with 
changes in governmental, state and local policies. 
 More recently, portals have also sprouted up around different interest groups and 
communities. Community portals are similar to that of Yahoo and e-government sites in that 
it presents a structured view of relevant information. They differ in the sense that knowledge 
comes from a community that itself determines the relevance of content and collectively build 
up a common knowledge space. As such, knowledge within such communities is a 
collaborative process rather than a repository. Furthermore, the maintenance of such portals is 
based on principles of self-organization in which members themselves determine the nature, 
value and relevance of a particular contribution. This is evidenced by the rise Web 2.0 tools 
such as blogs, wikis, forums and social bookmarking, which places authorship and control in 
the hands of users, who collectively negotiate the emergence of relevant and interesting 
information (O’Reilly, 2005). 
 Despite the distinctions that can be made between information and community-based 
approaches, all portals share similar features. These include an interface that seeks to present 
information in an organized and intelligible way and a search engine to locate relevant 
information with links that lead from one content or resource to another. 
 
3.1.2 Design challenges 
 The design and development of effective portals remains a challenge, principally related 
to the management of too much information, the coordination of different information 
sources, inconsistent terminologies, information overload and little maintenance of outdated 
knowledge (Wagner et. al., 2006). More specifically, Wagner and colleagues cited the 
following key challenges of existing technological solutions towards building an effective 
portal, especially community ones which are based on contributions from a group of diverse 
users. 
• Difficulty in extracting knowledge. It is difficult to extract knowledge from both 
documents and people. The first requires data mining and a sophisticated enough 
search engine to identify relevant information. This process is made more difficult 
with unstructured documents. Knowledge extraction from people, especially tacit 
knowledge, which include past experiences, opinions and expertise, is even more 
difficult as people often tell less than what they know or only offer up information 
when requested (Nonaka & Takeuchi, 1995). Compounded to this fact is that 
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semantic relationships between knowledge objects are constantly evolving and this 
poses challenging questions for the updating, interpretations and navigation of 
information. 
• Heterogeneous knowledge sources. Here the challenge lies in creating linkages 
between different knowledge sources and objects, which are often represented at 
different levels of granularity and points of view, thereby creating inconsistencies and 
contradictions. 
• Limit to expertise. Due to the vast amount of existing and new information, it is 
difficult for one single person or group to verify the legitimacy of each single piece of 
information or content that is present in the portal.  
• Non technical end user contribution. Especially in community portals in which users 
are the suppliers of information, most of the contributions are provided in a form that 
does not take into account the technical complexity of annotating and semantic 
mapping of web pages to create meaningful links that will facilitate the integration of 
knowledge and information from many sources. 
• Difficulty in maintaining knowledge. As knowledge volume grows, the task of 
managing and maintaining content, which includes categorization of new information, 
the sifting out and archiving of old, becomes increasingly difficult and prone to error. 
• Ambiguous web. The web is a constantly changing environment, and this implies a 
change in the relationships among its resources. New content is constantly being 
added, and these have to be figured into existing relationships. Additionally, existing 
relationships themselves may be subject to change and classifiers have to adapt 
accordingly. 
 Based on these challenges the following section will describe some of the requirements 
when building portals community portals.   
 
3.2.1 Requirements 
3.2.1.1 Easy access and navigation 
 Since the objective of such portals to facilitate the search for information, easy 
navigation through the portal is a key issue. This is enhanced by a search engine that helps 
structure a user’s search process. However, for inexperienced, first time users, the process of 
familiarization with the site and all its features and resources can be a daunting task. 
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Additionally, if these users are not familiar with the domain and do not know what terms to 
search for, their navigation often leads to irrelevant results. For these users, in particular, it 
would be more effective to first explore the portal space by browsing and this in turn has 
implications for the how the portal is structured. Additionally, richly interrelated presentation 
of information is important to guide a user from one content to the next.  
 
3.2.1.2 Providing information through a community of users 
 The content as well as linkages between contents within a community portal depends on 
the user contributions. These contributions come in many forms and formats but the search 
and presentation for content needs to be independent from the way it was originally provided. 
Additional, the portal has to be adaptable and evolve according to the informational sources 
from users. As Stabb et al (2000) cautions “In real-world settings, one must neither assume 
that a uniform mode for information storage exists nor that only one particular conceptual 
level is adequate for structuring information for a particular community” (p. 76). The design 
of portals can benefit from the use of many-to-many technology that support open knowledge 
sharing with few technical demands. Such technology may include the use of wikis and tags 
as a bottom-up user-directed and a more lightweight approach- as opposed to fixed and 
elaborated ontologies- to building and structuring knowledge (Wagner et al, 2006).  
 
3.2.1.3 Maintenance 
 Communities have to be maintained, with old content, or content that is infrequently 
accessed thrown out and new ones integrated into the knowledge space. This maintenance can 
occur at the level of administrators but this approach is time consuming and costly. Another 
approach would be to have users themselves monitor the quality and value of the content, 
with new “hot and relevant topics” emerging through actual users looking at the content or 
resource and referencing it, usually in the form of attaching a link or tagging it. Social 
bookmarking has recently been used as a self-organizing way for members in a community to 
reference and organize key sites they have viewed on the internet. Web pages are tagged with 
key words which in turn can be accessed by other users interested in the similar subject- 
reinforcing again the efficiency of knowledge navigation through the experience other people. 
3.3 Community portals for competence and professional development 
 With respect to TEN Competence, we anticipate the learning network as a community 
portal, rather than a data repository, in which learners may access information as well as 
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contribute to the shared knowledge base. Consequently, the examples described below are 
those whose objectives are to manage a community’s access to information and opportunities 
related to competence development, career development and lifelong learning. We look 
specifically at their search function and what types of information can be accessed, exchanged 
and created from such portals. 
 
3.3.1 US Navy Integrated Learning Environment 
 The Navy’s Integrated Learning Environment (ILE) is an integrated family of systems 
providing anytime, anywhere e-Learning and training via the Internet. Its  purpose is to track 
learner performance, diagnose a learner’s strengths and weaknesses, create individualized 
training plans, provide reports on individual and unit performance and readiness, support 
scheduling of training and managing infrastructure and training assets.  
 ILE delivers and tracks training to all Navy personnel deployed around the globe via a 
single, web-based portal, the Navy Knowledge Online (NKO). Through NKO, ILE users have 
access not only to personalized e-Learning trajectories, learning resources and courses, but 
also to peers and experts within the NKO community. This networked community, with over 
half a million registered users in 2005, serves as a huge reserve of social resources for the 
advancement of collective knowledge. Additionally, features within NKO, such as chat via 
instant messaging, email, message boards, and networking spaces, are available to improve 
and stimulate communication, knowledge exchange and cooperation among users. 
 
3.3.2 Educational Portal.com  
 Education-Portal.com (http://education-portal.com/index.html) is a directory that brings 
together colleges, schools, and career information to assist students make informed decisions 
about their education. These total to more than 1000 colleges, universities, and career schools 
across US. 
 The portal consists of articles written by portal staff that include general information 
about the school's history, a summary of the programs offered, and information about the 
campus and its surrounding areas. At the end of each article one can find the school's contact 
information including a phone number and the schools official website.  
 Articles on more than 400 career possibilities are included in the portal, connected to 
relevant degree classifications. They provide an overview and further details about definition 
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of careers, the relevant educational background they require, as well as statistical data about 
salaries and employment.  
 
3.3.3 Michigan Career Portal  
http://www.michigan.gov/som/0,1607,7-192-29940---,00.html 
This site is a link to state and national employment, career, education, training, and business 
resources and services. There is a section dedicated to job seekers where one can post his 
resume, search job openings and browse all the current openings in Michigan State. Other 
resources offer links to America’s Job Bank, America’s Career InfoNet or the U.S 
Department of Labour. 
One can browse and navigate by using search options based on key words, document type and 
category. One can filter searches to a limited amount of web documents by using the search 
engine's field syntax. This permits you to search for web pages' titles, urls and hypertext links. 
3.3.4 Healthcare Workforce.org  
http://www.healthcareworkforce.org.uk/default.aspx 
National Workforce Projects provides support for the national and local workforce 
development. One can either select projects from a list or by choosing the first letter of the 
project one is looking for.The projects can be divided under two main categories – 
Knowledge Management and OD and Skills Development. In a specialized resource Center, 
one can find different written materials, databases, tools, guides as well as links to materials 
developed by professionals of the health care sector. A visitor of the webpage can also give 
his/her feedback by filling in an appropriate form. 
A project particularly interesting in a Ten Competence Context is the UK-wide Workforce 
Planning Competence Framework that has been developed in order to identify the adequate 
competencies required within workforce planning. The framework provides a suite of 
competencies that are necessary to carry out workforce planning to enable the delivery of safe 
and effective care to patients and the public. The development of this framework has been 
carried out by NWP in partnership with Skills for Health and in consultation with a broad 
range of organisations. Individuals and organisations are encouraged to use this tool locally 
and to forward any comments or suggestions for improvements. This framework is now being 
taken forward to gain accreditation for National Occupation Standards (NOS) – once this 
process is successfully concluded it will be posted on this portal.  
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3.3.5 The Ultimate Training and Educational Portal for Career Development  
http://www.tasl.com/ 
TASL is a training resource center/database for career/business. It includes the offerings of 
over 1,000 of the best universities, industry associations, media, and training companies. 
By browsing the site one  has the possibility to:  
• Access online training  
• Sign up for or request information on public seminars, industry conferences, 
continuing education and executive education courses, certificate and trade programs.  
• Submit requests for proposals for on-site training and training related services.  
• Order off-the-shelf training programs, simulations, and training management systems. 
One can browse by product or by providers. 
3.3.6 University of Leiscester Student Portal  
http://www.le.ac.uk/students/development.html 
The University of Leicester offers to its current and prospective students a portal for 
personal and career development. The Frequently asked questions section help students to 
formulate what their looking for in the site and they are directed towards the links they are 
interested in. There are three main sections: getting a work experience, gaining other 
experience and getting a job. Careers service help users to identify their employability skills 
in order to become more competitive on the job market. Personal Development Planning is a 
structured and supported process designed to help students to reflect on their skills and to plan 
for their future development. Each academic department has a model for PDP, designed to 
meet one’s specific needs. 
 
3.3.7 Quintessential Careers.com  
http://www.quintcareers.com/ 
This is a portal in career and job-search advice with more than 2,500 pages of free college, 
career, and job-search content. There is a directory to help users formulate their demand and 
find what they need. A career toolkit will help with cover letters, resumes, networking, 
interviewing, salary negotiation. There is a comprehensive A-Z site index of all college, 
career, and job-search content.  
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3.3.8 The University of Northern Carolina Professional Development Portal  
http://pdp.unctlt.org/content.php/mypdp/about/new.htm 
The University of North Carolina Professional Development Portal has been created to fullfill 
the following objectives:   
• Search across subjects, keywords, resource types, and list results by relevancy, title, 
or date.  
• Browse all focus areas by subject term, resource type, or campus.  
• Customize the PDP to emphasize the focus area content one is most interested in. 
• Find colleagues by their specified areas of interest in the members’ directory or 
beside one’s regular search results.    
• Use a streamlined submission process to submit ones’ own resources to the editors.  
• Subscribe to feeds of the most recent PDP entries for each focus area.  
 
3.3.9 RMIT Professional Network Development  
http://www.rmit.edu.au/browse/Information%20and%20Services%2FStaff%2FProfession
al%20Development/ 
  A Professional Development Network Website connects RMIT staff with professional 
development opportunities. Personal Development includes training, workshops, forums, 
mentoring or other services that assist in the professional development and their working 
skills. One can browse his/her options by theme, by date or by provider. By choosing specific 
links one will most likely find oneself on one of the Professional Development provider sites. 
 
3.3.10 Chemistry. Org  
http://www.chemistry.org/portal/a/c/s/1/home.html 
The American Chemical Society provides a broad range of opportunities for peer 
interaction and career development, regardless of professional or scientific interests. ACS 
offers a variety of formats for recruiters and chemical scientists who want to expand their 
career options and gain career management skills. There are links to online job websites 
dedicated to the employment needs of the chemical enterprise.
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3.1 The evolution of competence and knowledge management towards more 
socially-oriented systems 
In a recent review of knowledge management research and practices, Hong and Stahle (2005) 
noted the emergence of a new generation of knowledge management systems focused on the 
dynamic self-organization of knowledge and the creation of new knowledge and competences. 
This approach builds on previous generation systems which first emphasized locating, 
capturing and delivering knowledge, followed by the integration of concepts such as tacit 
knowledge, social learning and communities of practice toward knowledge sharing and 
transfer.   
This shift toward a more socially-oriented perspective is mirrored within competence 
management literature. Most recently, competence development is mainly seen not as the 
management of existing competences but as an innovative learning process, which requires 
the management of competences as they emerge from ongoing practices and activities. 
We also borrow from current knowledge management practices within the business realm to 
illustrate the importance of supporting the social dimension. More and more, companies are 
focusing on the importance of relationships and networks (Cross & Parker, 2004). The 
traditional aspect of the managerial role has taken a new dimension reflected in the so-called 
“post bureaucratic” or “network” organization. Mapping the awareness of “who knows what” 
and “who knows who” in a group gives members insights into the potential for members to 
tap into the expertise of their colleagues (Noria & Eccles, 1992). 
As such, traditional companies are now observed to be experimenting with network design. 
General Electric is turning into the ultimate network organization: the boundaryless 
organization composed of a seamless network of relationships. Within such a company, 
members of the group are dispersed across different geographic sites and hierarchical levels 
and bring together different kinds of expertise and exploit the best expertise that is within the 
network.  
Within such organizational paradigms, success depends more and more on relationship skills: 
how well one builds good relationships with peers, superiors, subordinates, groups, teams, 
customers, suppliers, investors and a multitude of others. Other companies such as Ericsson, 
IBM and others are practicing similar approaches. 
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Based on the direction of knowledge management literature and business practice, we would 
like to test the hypothesis that, within the realm of competence development, knowing about 
and having access to the social network can help with decision-making and inform targeted 
efforts to promote knowledge exchange among learners. 
In order to accomplish this, a variety of social tools and methods are available to make more 
visible and accessible the social network as well as to promote user-driven contributions to 
the knowledge space.  
3.1.1 Search and visualization of the social network  
Knowledge visualization is the visual display of information that aims to further transfer 
insights, experiences, attitudes, values, expectations, perspectives, opinions and predictions 
by using various complementary visualizations. It is a key issue to make knowledge visible so 
that it can be better identified, accessed, shared, discussed, applied or be managed. 
Many groups have discovered that an organizational chart can benefit substantially when 
viewed through a network lens. Visualization of who knows what and who knows who may 
help network members define what kinds of information need to be shared within the group 
and then to map each kind as a separate network. Network-based approaches have been used 
by companies to map and visualize the competences of a company. This allows for easier 
identifying the right person with the expertise to meet a particular need, as well as to find 
suitable matches to a job position.  Additionally, a network-based approach has been used to 
manage the flow of knowledge through the organization.  
Related to the visualization of the social network is its analysis. Having a graphic of a 
network people is only the first step. The second is to determine ways in which value may be 
introduced to such a visualization. This would include for example adding different layers of 
information associated with each individual (competences, expertise, professional interest, 
professional goals, programmes taken, learning path, etc). Additionally the network must be 
dynamics and adapt in real-time according to changes in a user’s profile. 
One other thing to keep in mind is the idea that economic and social activities are not “pure” 
transactions but they are strongly influenced by the past and present social and cultural 
environment of the actors (Cohen & Prusak, 2001). People do not always look for the best 
knowledge or the greatest skill when they seek out the opinions and know-how of colleagues 
or partners. Rather, it is their own past experience and the practice and norms of their 
organization or group which dictate their networking choices. Reliability and comfort of 
established ties influence their knowledge seeking decisions, not pure pragmatism, along with 
the intrinsic pleasures of contact with acquaintances and friends (Cohen & Prusak, 2001). 
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3.1.2 Collaborative filtering for proximity “interest” information 
Collaborative filtering systems are software systems which help Internet users find the more 
valuable and interesting information, aided by other people's ratings. For example a 
collaborative filtering or recommendation system for music tastes could make predictions 
about which music a user may like given a partial list of that user's tastes (likes or dislikes).
 Recently a number of methods have been developed for the "collaborative filtering" or the 
"social filtering" of information (Resnick et al. 1994; Shardanand & Maes 1995; Breeze et al. 
1998). The main idea is to automate the process of "word-of-mouth" by which people 
recommend products or services to one another. In everyday life, if a person is faced with a 
variety of options with which he does not have any experience, he will often rely on the 
opinions of others who do have such experience. However, when there are thousands or 
millions of options, like in the Web, it becomes practically impossible for an individual to 
locate reliable experts that can give advice about each of the options. By shifting from an 
individual to a collective method of recommendation, the problem becomes more 
manageable. Instead of asking opinions to each individual, one might try instead to determine 
an "average opinion" for the group. This is based on the underlying assumption that a person 
would prefer to hear the opinions of those people who have similar interests and tastes rather 
than those that do not.  
 The basic process behind collaborative filtering systems is the following:  
• A large group of people's preferences are registered 
• Using a similarity metric, a subgroup of people is selected whose preferences are 
similar to the preferences of the person who seeks advice or  
• A (possibly weighted) average of the preferences for that subgroup is calculated 
• The resulting preference function is used to recommend options on which the 
advice-seeker has expressed no personal opinion as yet 
The typical application of this method is toward the recommendation of books, music CDs, or 
movies, as exemplified by Amazon.com. However, this method can also be applied to the 
selection of documents, services or products of any kind. The main bottleneck with existing 
collaborative filtering systems is the collection of preferences (Shardanand & Maes 1995). To 
be reliable, the system needs a very large number of people (typically thousands) to express 
their preferences about a relatively large number of subjects or items. This requires quite a lot 
of effort from a lot of people. Since the system only becomes useful after a "critical mass" of 
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opinions has been collected, and people will not be very motivated to express detailed 
preferences in the early stages (e.g. by scoring dozens of music records on a 10 point scale), 
when the system cannot as yet provide immediate value to them.  
 
3.1.3 Rating mechanism 
The problem of ensuring a user’s continual participation is very important for all online 
communities. A user’s investment in any activity is a delicate balance of cost and benefit- not 
only of the potential value that can be derived from a transaction but also the level of trust and 
confidence that the transaction will reap its reward. (Thibault and Kelley, 1952) 
One way to guide a user’s decision to engage in an activity is to present them with resources 
that have explicit ratings from other users. This may in turn provide assurances as to which 
option to follow and in turn, rate the quality of that option. 
Our hypothesis is that adaptive reward mechanisms can improve the quality of contributions 
because it encourages the users who have a good reputation for sharing high quality resources 
to share more. Additionally, a rating system serves as a guide for others to identify which 
resources might be more reliable, insightful and useful compared to others. Through this 
process, it is expected that quality contributions and resources will emerge based on use and 
favourable ratings, while low quality contributions, will, over time, be sifted out and purged 
from the knowledge space. 
The most well-known e-commerce rating system belongs to eBay, the largest and most 
successful Internet Auction provider enabling transactions between private parties. EBay’s 
users buy and sell items that are varied, with an equally diverse group of vendors selling 
similar items. An immediate question a buyer faces is, which buyer do I buy my item from 
among a list of possible vendors? As in any transaction, in which both parties are mutually 
involved and have something to gain, trust plays a big role who transacts with who. A buyer 
who has had a positive experience with a vendor will more likely return to that vendor if all 
other factors are equal (price of item, delivery date). To foster trust in an environment in 
which buyers and sellers do not have face-to-face contact, eBay has created a system by 
which the market participants rate each other after each transaction.  This method helps users 
identify easily which vendor or buyer to go with by providing assurances from satisfaction 
ratings as well as more specific feedback by previous customers or a vendor. For example, if a 
vendor has been negatively rated for non-delivery of items or late delivery, this would deter 
new buyers from engaging in a similar transaction. Likewise, if a buyer has been rated poorly 
for non-payment, this would likewise deter a seller from continuing with the transaction. 
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Vendors themselves are expected to maintain a high level of service as negative ratings may 
be detrimental to their pool of potential buyers.  
Ratings have proven to be extremely powerful tool toward achieving a self-organized, self-
regulated transaction community, so much so that more sophisticated electronic commerce 
rating solutions have emerged (Noy, Guha, Musen, 2006). These include those that 
incorporate features such as multiple criteria (e.g., Bizrate), network of trust (e.g., 
epinions.com) and sophisticated statistical analysis (openratings.com).  
3.1.4 Source Credibility theory 
Related to user rating of content and resources is the source credibility theory as developed by 
Hovland et al (1953). According to the theory, perceived trustworthiness and perceived 
expertise as the main dimensions of a source’s credibility. The higher the trustworthiness and 
expertise a source is perceived to have, the higher will be the importance given to information 
coming from that source. 
3.1.5 User classification  
The proliferation of online communities (OCs) may lead designers and researchers to the 
conclusion that the development of custom-made communities for particular purpose is 
straightforward. Although software providing basic community infrastructure is readily 
available, it is not enough to ensure that the community will “take off” and become self-
sustainable. A critical mass of user participation is necessary. Besides, the quality of the 
resources shared by users is crucial to the sustainability of the community. Therefore, to make 
OCs more self-sustaining and long-lasting, a new mechanism is needed to measure and 
monitor the quality of user contributions, elicit the ones of high quality and restrict the overall 
number of contributions. The hypothesis is that such a mechanism will stimulate users to 
contribute when and what is most useful for the community at the moment, thus achieving a 
level of activity that makes the community sustainable and avoids the “information overload” 
in OCs. (Cheng, Vassileva, 2006) 
3.2 Existing tools 
This section describes existing tools that focus on visualizing the social network and the 
resources contained within it. Additionally, emphasis is placed on tools that place the control 
of knowledge sharing and creation in the hands of the community of users. Most of the tools 
mentioned draw from Web 2.0 philosophy of bottom-up user driven self-organizing social 
network-based methods for knowledge work.  
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3.2.1 Social Networking and collaborative filtering tools 
3.2.1.1 Friendster (social networking)  
“Friendster (http://www.friendster.com/) is an Internet social network service connecting 
people in virtual communities through common interests. It demonstrates the small world 
phenomenon, which states that that everyone is connected to everyone else through a 
countable number of connections, Friendster works by having people explicitly articulate 
their social network, present themselves through a Profile (interests and demographics), post 
public Testimonials about one another, and browse a network of other people.”  
“Friendster has seen success for creation connections among like-minded people on the 
internet, which is itself a vast reserve of many individuals. However, it has recently a decline 
in membership due mainly to poor customer service and strict policing of user profiles”. 
3.2.1.2 Ryze.com (business networking)  
Ryze (http://www.ryze.com/) is based on the same principles of Friendsters, except that the 
objective is not social but professional networking. Members of Ryze post information and an 
optional picture, as well as descriptions of their careers for free. "What I have" and "What I 
need" sections let members be creative and humorous. Inviting new members is easy with the 
help of an an Outlook address book importer. Members can also locate existing members to 
ask them to become first-degree friends. Search capabilities for locating members are basic 
and include keyword searches to match titles, interests, and regions. 
“Ryze keeps networks tight, with "friends of friends" for business contacts. However, unlike 
Freindster, its editing feature is all-or-nothing: you can't block members while maintaining 
them as contacts. Alternatively one can selectively disclose contact information, like e-mail 
addresses and phone numbers, to individual members, allowing one to make contacts while 
still maintaining some degree of privacy. 
Other community features include threaded general discussions for a variety of forums and a 
simple messaging client, as well as an address book of frequently contacted friends. And one 
of the more valuable feature within this community is that members can post invites to events 
for in-person networking. Many major U.S. cities have upcoming Ryze events. You can which 
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3.2.1.3 Linked.in (business networking)  
“LinkedIn (https://www.linkedin.com/) is another business networking site with more than 5 
million registered users, representing 130 industries. It is intended to be used to find jobs, 
people and business opportunities recommended by the user's direct contacts, or by 
individuals connected to a contact at the 2nd or 3rd degree.” 
“All relationships on LinkedIn are mutually confirmed, and no one appears in the LinkedIn 
Network without explicit consent. A common option for beginners is to first search for current 
and former colleagues and contacts already linked up to LinkedIn. An added feature lets 
users compare Outlook address book against a list of current members, expediting the 
process of inviting people from the outside and building ones business network from the 
ground up.” 
3.2.1.4 FOAF (machine readable web pages)  
FOAF (http://www.foaf-project.org/) is part of the WWW Consortium's semantic web 
development, based on the W3C-recommended RDF (Resource Description Framework) and 
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) standards. It is an attempt to provide machine readable 
metadata of content stored about an individual, so instead of having to fill in a profile for each 
new site, With FOAF, any person can post a page containing whatever personal details which 
can in turn be read by any computer.  
3.2.1.5 My Space  
Launched officially in January 2004 after a four-month public beta test, the social-networking 
site MySpace.com (http://www.myspace.com/) already has a staggering membership of 22 
million, with two million new members joining per month, according to online market 
researcher comScore Media Metrix.  
“MySpace is described as a free platform for personal websites. Teens can communicate with 
friends in school, keep in touch with distant friends and link up to new friends with common 
interests. Especially used by teenagers, the site has become a secondary e-mail account, users 
post photos, type blog entries, musicians upload songs, photos, and biography information. 
There are also MySpace groups, subset communities that unite users by their interests. And 
just about everything that’s posted on MySpace can be commented on by another user.” 
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3.2.1.6 Facebook  
“Facebook (http://www.facebook.com/) is a social directory that enables people to share 
information. Launched in February 2004, Facebook provides users with access to the 
information that is most relevant to them. People with a valid email address from a supported 
college, high school or company can register for Facebook and create a profile to share 
information, photos, and interests with their friends.  
What makes the site unique from networks like Friendster and MySpace is its exclusively 
academic focus, with an impressive membership of 7 million from more than 2,100 
universities and 22,000 high schools. According to a report xxx, it is now the seventh-most-
trafficked site on the Net, valued at over $1 billion. While other online communities are rife 
with poseurs, Facebook members use their ".edu" e-mail addresses; as a result, there is an 
inherent social pressure to be genuine.” 
3.3 Search and visualization tools 
Classical search tools have proposed for twenty years the same presentation of their results: 
an interminable list of page descriptions to be further refined by more specific keywords. It 
can be time consuming to evaluate a list of resources in a subject especially if the person does 
not have any competences in that area. Google for example is based on keyword match and a 
hyperlink database and is highly successful due to the organization of content as well as some 
recent development to enhance its capabilities. 
Google’s functions have been extended to better meet user needs through Google Scholar, 
which provides a simple way to broadly search for scholarly literature. From the Google 
Scholar site, users can search across many disciplines and sources: peer-reviewed papers, 
theses, books, abstracts and articles, academic publishers, professional societies, preprint 
repositories, universities and other scholarly organizations. Scholar also facilitates the 
exploration and discovery of related material and resources based on their citation links. 
Researchers may discover other articles unknown to them by exploring the list of papers that 
have referenced the original article. Additionally, an article that has been referenced many 
times can be deemed more pivotal and useful than an article with little or no references. This 
method of cross-referencing (making connections between content) is a highly effective way 
to further guide users in their knowledge search through the multitude of search results.  
3.3.1 Kartoo  
Kartoo (http://www.kartoo.com/) is a French company which specializes in the dynamic 
representations for both search and knowledge and competence management purposes. 
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Kartoo’s many cartographic projects enable users to “see” a variety of knowledge 
representations in the form of network maps, cartography by process, cartography with 
semantic clusters, cartography in virtual universes or 3D spaces of isometric representation.  
One of the advantages of Kartoo’s cartography is its capacity to synthesize information. It is 
grafted easily with ones search tool and draws data maps that enable users to sort information 
easily, personalize and share it. The map has the capability to synthesize 30 documents per 
map and much more with “clustering”.  
Additionally, the interface privileges the graphic objects to text- as a form of concept mapping 
similar to how the brain stores knowledge, in the form of clustering and connections. 
Furthermore, the map is interactive; when the mouse passes over an object its complete 
description appears with possibly a label. Lastly information is gathered in clusters for 
example the pages of the same site are represented by a pictogram that can be spread.  
The data visualization interface is made in Flash MX and is compatible with all recent internet 
navigators. It fits very easily in any HTML page. This interface questions the server to obtain 
an XML flow of data and draw the map 
This method of knowledge representation allows for the exploration of content, whereby users 
may see how knowledge assets are related to one another through visualizing the keyword and 
other terms related to it. Additionally, the side box of the search engine presents a list of 
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Although Kartoo’s search engine is still a little clumsy (it is still in the beta testing stage), it’s 
underlying approach is one worth exploring as it tries to mimic the process by which the brain 
works- i.e. through the form of associations. 
Other Kartoo projects for private companies have seen more visible results. One example is 
the design of a visual competence management system for L’Oreal in which the competences 
and expertise profile of all the employees of a company are represented in the form of a map. 
This tool has been useful for managers to identify the best person for an upcoming position 
and for peers to identify other peers with the expertise to address their knowledge related 
needs. 
Yet another project involves the mapping of a social network in concentric circles. Users have 
various means to locate the person that best matches his interests. This begins with a general 
query, e.g. find all those who like soccer, which will then visualize the members in the 
network which fit this criteria. A further search of who live in my vincinity (5miles radius) 
reduces the original search result to a smaller number. This process of refinement and 
precision can continue until the user has found the person who has meet a list of criteria for a 
game on Sunday night at the neighbourhood park. Additionally, clicking on the person icons 
will pull up a profile, as well as contact details. 
 
 
Database visualization for UNO:
The search interface developed for the UNEP presents the
results in the form of clusters(page regrouping), but also
specifies the search using precise criteria from the




Search tool in CVthèque for Ubisoft:
The map represents people of which the CV answers the
search criteria. The closer the pictograms representing the
people are on the map, the more the profiles resemble each
other. A specific dictionary system makes it possible to
launch parallel requests with abbreviations or the
company's technical internal vocabulary for a maximum
relevance.  
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Visualization of a newsgroup:
Debats.ch, is defined as "a site where one speaks about
everything and nothing, but especially about everything!".
The cartographic search tool of the site is particularly
useful to find a discussion. The chosen solution: to graft
KartOO Visu over the existing engine (that of phpBB). 
 
 
Visualization of social networks:
Here is a demonstration of our KartOO Visu technology
applied to the visualization of social networks. In this
example, members of the same club wish to widen their
circle of friends. However, visualization can also apply to a
company with a network of people connected by
competences or projects... 
 
3.3.2 Liveplasma  
“Liveplasma (http://www.liveplasma.com/) is a site that helps people find movies and music 
related to those that they already know or like. The search and visualization engine 
graphically “maps” a user’s potential interests. A search for music by Coldplay, for example, 
brings up a graphical representation of what previous customers of Coldplay music have 
purchased, presented in clusters of circles of various sizes. The circle sizes reflect the 
popularity of the artists in relation to other musicians. The bigger the circle, the greater the 
popularity of that band. The circles are clustered around orbits representing groups of 
customers with similar preferences.” 
Another development under way is matching customer tastes across Web businesses, using 
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3.3.3 Bestiario  
Although there is no search function associated with Bestiario’s 
( 2http://www.bestiario.org/bestiario.html) Flash-based visualization of it’s talent network, 
we thought it interesting to include, especially for it’s dynamic approach to representing 
people information. First, the picture associated with each individual personalizes the 
network. Furthermore, a first glance of the network tells a user general information about how 
the network is organized, in this case by the different areas within the visual arts domain. 
Clicking on the person’s picture will in turn pull up a profile box, listing the individual’s 
competences across several areas as well as contact information. 
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A second visualization within Bestiario is the mapping of the relationships between different 
areas of work within this organization. This allows for a fairly easy bird’s eye view of the 
range of areas covered by this organization. 
 
However, it is limited in terms of information depth, it would be interesting to consider a 
second level linking the individuals to knowledge resources and assets- a further drilling 
down to other related information. For the purposes of TENCompetence, we envision a 
concept map representation of members within each learning network. Each node (which 
represents a member) will be the point of entry to other information associated to the member, 
be it his or her profile, or past, ongoing and future competence-related plans, relationship to 
different competence development programmes (either as a past, present or future student, 
comments and feedback for courses taken, etc). Additionally, current Bestiario maps, 
although interactive, are static in that they represent fixed information. What we would like to 
explore is the development of real-time representations of people network information, which 
change according to updates to a user’s profile, portfolio as well as ongoing behavior and 
interactions within the TENCompetence space. 
3.4 Rating mechanism 
3.4.1 Manyworlds  
“The editors of Manyworlds (http://www.manyworlds.com/) “mine” top publications and 
websites on a regular basis. From these, they select the highest quality material and review it, 
while ranking and rating it for quality and relevance. They also connect each material to 
other resources in the knowledge network and so provide additionally related content.  
ManyWorlds.com is organized as a network of assets that have different levels of relevancy to 
each other. The result is a powerful, context based knowledge base that provides more 
relevant information to the user based on his explicitly tagged interest as well as information 
gathered through his exploration of different MyWorld resources.”  
Features available for helping users organize their information search: subscribing or 
unsubscribing to updates in this topical area, printing the introduction, or saving the content 
into MyWorld or linking to the content..   
Users can also use the interactive feature “Related areas” to find other topics similar to the 
one he is looking at. By moving the mouse across the image, and at different degrees of 
relevance, new interest areas will be listed.  
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“As a registered member of the site members will be able to cast their rating of the quality of 
a piece of material. Using the voting buttons members have a choice of rating levels ranging 
from Fair to Excellent. The original editor's quality rating will show, as well as a 
'Community' rating that averages all votes from our users. Registered members can also post 
a comments and discussion points for each piece of document and these will be visible and 
accessible for follow up by other members.“ 
3.4.2 Slashdot  
Slashdot (http://slashdot.org/) is a technology oriented news site and forum that is updated 
daily by site editors. It is a website that generates a lot of traffic and has a high rate of user 
comments. Slashdot users offer summaries and reviews of stories and other websites. A user’s 
option to post anonymously is important.  
“To prevent abusive comments, the editors have created a moderation system. A given 
comment can have an integer score from -1 to +5 with qualitative descriptors such as 
insightful, interesting, informative, funny, not relevant, etc. Any regular Slashdot reader 
fulfilling certain usage and contribution criteria (logged in, regular reader, long time 
readers, willing to serve as a moderator, positive contributions) may be eligible to become a 
moderator. A variety of factors weigh into this role assignment, but if you are logged in when 
you browse Slashdot comments, you might occasionally be granted moderator access. “ 
The way content is judge by the community as valuable is based on its ratings. Similarly, the 
way an individual member is judged to be a positive contributor is through the accumulation 
of karma points. Karma is structured on the following scale "Terrible, Bad, Neutral, Positive, 
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Good, and Excellent."  If a member is rated as having Positive, Good, or Excellent karma, it 
suggests that he or she has posted more good comments than bad, and are therefore eligible 
to moderate. Karma points are a reference for how a member’s comments have been 
moderated in the past. If a comment post is moderated up, karma ratings will rise. 
Consequently, if a comment has been moderated down, karma ratings will fall. 
3.4.3 Digg  
Digg (http://digg.com/) is similar to Slashdot except that content selection is not overseen by 
a group of editors. Rather, the decision of relevant information lies in the hands of readers, 
who can view all of the stories submitted by fellow users. Once a story has received enough 
“digs”, or positive feedback based on relevance, quality and value, it appears on Digg’s front 
page. All content and access to the site is free but registration is compulsory for promoting 
and submitting stories as well as commenting on submitted articles. Digg users are able to rate 
other user’s comments and this ensures that spam and offensive comments stay virtually 
invisible. User comments can be ‘dugg’ which can make a comment more visible and ‘buried’ 
making a comment less visible.  
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3.5 Social bookmarking 
3.5.1 del.ici.ous- social bookmarking site  
Created as an alternative to the browser ‘favorites’, del.ici.ous (www.del.ici.ous.net) is an 
internet-based bookmarking site, allowing users to bookmark different internet pages and to 
organize these pages by giving each a tag name, or keyword. 
The objective of social bookmarking is to help users better organize information gathered 
from the net and to more easily retrieve these links when needed. Additionally, users can 
discover other related links through the bookmarks of others. For example, if I am searching 
for an apartment and have a link to an apartment agency, and this link has been tagged by 
other users, I will be able to access the list of links created by other users to discover other 
apartment agency sites, without having to conduct the search from scratch (information 
seeking through networking). 
 
3.5.2 Connotea- resource and news community for scientists  
 Built off del.ici.ous, Connotea (www.connotea.com) is a social bookmarking/tagging site 
with a better visualization interface, e.g. topics with more tags appear in a larger font. Like 
del.ici.ious, Connotea’s objective is to help filter or discover news through the effort/trails of 
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others. With one glance, a user new to the site can tell what the current ‘hot topics’ under 
discussion are. In the example below, ‘Avian flu’ is currently at the center of discussion. 
Additionally, users can also discover other related topics by accessing the ‘bookmarks’ of 
others. Looking at Bob’s bookmarks on Avian flu may then lead to other related articles or 
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3.5.3 Ning- community site for creating and sharing social applications  
As a final social bookmaking example, we mention Ning (www.ning.com) which is an 
attempt to consolidate the different social software programmes available in a single space as 
well as allow for the creation and sharing of new social applications. Ning is built on the 
principles of social networking, social bookmarking, active knowledge exchange and 
contribution. Users can create, share and use the social applications of others. These 
applications are tagged which serves a double function of retrieval (as well as provide usage 
information represented in the browsing section which lists the most popular applications, 
most popular users, etc.  
Although the website is still new, it represents a trend towards more integrated services, such 
that a user may have, within one space the organization of different services he uses, such as 
uploading photos and movies, social networking, email, chat, etc. For the purposes of 
TENCompetence, this implies first identifying the needs of users- what are the necessary 
services they would like, and providing these as a first step, taking care not to overload the 
interface with too many features, function and content. Complexity and added functionality 
can be added at a future time as user needs evolve. Additionally, it is important to support the 
evolution and emergence of pattern of user interest and needs and to represent these changes 
based on real-time use (i.e. the emergence of topics of interest will change dynamically as a 
result of actual use= living information space). 
3.6 Integrated knowledge and learning portals 
3.6.1 Knowledge Board  
Knowledge Board (http://www.knowledgeboard.com/) is a self-moderating knowledge 
community with a wealth of resources as well as collaborations around knowledge 
management and innovation (though not limited to). Informational resources include 
bibliography, journal, networks, library, latest news, while social resources include groups, 
COPs, projects, etc. 
New users are asked to fill out a profile, which is then made visible to the community. 
Additionally, a moderator from one of the groups will, based on the details of the profile, 
actively invite a member to join the group.  Principle features within this community are the 
self-organization of its members and the active exchange of knowledge. Additionally, there 
are collaborations among members with surveys to capture the expertise within the network. 
There exists even a joint creation and publication of a book on knowledge management by 
members of the Knowledge Board community. 
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The search for KM-related resources is conducted through browsing the section of the latest 
articles targeted advanced searches is available through a keyword search. 
Users can also search for members according to interest areas and geographical locations. 
Contact can be done through sending a message through the Knowledge Board. Contact with 
one another is conducted through the forum posts as well ad comments made to articles. 
However, what is and comments, current forum conversation, and new documents to the 
library. More still missing is the integration of people knowledge and the contents of the 
knowledge base, although the discourse within Knowledge Board appears to be quite high 
level and vibrant as members discuss and exchange and extend ideas about subjects they are 
interested in. 
 
3.6.2 Academici.com- Academic social networking and collaboration site  
Academici (https ://www.academici.com/) is a contact management system focused on 
connecting people within academia. The site is accessible in 15 languages. 
It’s search function includes a general search for members using different categories or 
criteria, such as location, interest, needs and wants. More interesting is the power search 
which allows a member to list other members who have recently viewed ones contact page, 
profile, company homepage, and homepage of ones former companies.  Additionally, 
members may also search contacts of ones contacts, members belonging to the same 
organization, university, who know several of one contacts etc. 
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Stimulus Agents  
1. Introduction 
The main objective of 8.3 is to develop and test models and software agents to stimulate the 
pro-active sharing of programmes and the underlying learning activities and resources among 
users. After describing models and policies and tools to stimulate the pro-active sharing of 
learning and knowledge resources among users, we will try to define the features to adopt of 
collaborative behaviors within the networks that will be supported through simulation, in the 
form of games. 
 
We will first identify methods and tools for agent-supported simulations, and in particular, for 
how social agents may support the knowledge worker in the whole knowledge management 
cycle. The task will continue with a description of the use of deep user modeling to provide 
the basis from which agents will deliver more personalized and value-added support. The task 
concludes with a framework for integrating simulations, social agents and policies into the 
network.  
 
Our research is guided by the following three questions: 
1. How collaborative tools will help us in sharing, improving and evaluating ideas 
systematically across teams, companies and networks? 
2. What is the appropriate way to connect to the best people around and make optimal 
use of their competencies and improve ideas through truly collaborative workflows 
that will raise our cognitive capacity? 
3. How can we use game dynamics directly in knowledge creating processes in order to 
enhance collaboration and boost creativity? 
 
2. Models and methods 
This section discusses the models and tools to facilitate the pro-active exchange of knowledge 
of a community of users. It will then explore alternative approaches to the enhancement of the 
knowledge seeking process, in particular, focusing on approaches based on a ‘learning by 
doing’ philosophy. 
 
2.1 Collaborative learning and the exchange of knowledge 
The essence of collaborative learning is that collaborative knowledge construction, 
coordination of different perspectives, commitment to joint goals, and shared evaluation of 
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group activities enable a group to create something that goes beyond what individuals could 
achieve alone. Free collaboration, however, does not systematically produce learning 
(Dillenbourg, 2003) and has to be effectively managed and supported. 
 
This section will address the following questions: 
1. What are the mechanism behind the sharing and exchange knowledge- social 
exchange theory. 
2. What are the determinants of knowledge exchange? Motivational, individual, 
competence-related factors, value. 
3. What are the barriers to knowledge exchange? 
4. What are some of the models and methods use to facilitate knowledge exchange? 
 
 
2.2 Simulations and learning by playing 
This section will explore more alternative approaches to simulating the pro-active exchange 
of knowledge. Simulations, in the form of games, provide a learning-by-doing approach that 
may guide users toward discovering the social network structure and networking 
opportunities within competence development and management systems. Serious games have 
been in the market for a number of years, and have played a significant role in training 
activities in certain sectors, notably those in defense and aviation. Driven by falling 
technology costs, rising technological capabilities and changing attitudes of users, serious 
games are quickly moving into other sectors as serious tools with business relevance. 
 
Game-like processes and systems have been used to involve a very heterogeneous target 
population in gradually becoming more aware and more willing and able to explore 
collaboratively and playfully new forms of knowledge exchange and interactions. Games may 
be used for efficiently “connecting” diverse and distributed people (as well as groups, 
networks, organizations, communities) and supporting proactively the identification of 
potentially high-value matches, and the gradual development of collaborative relationships. 
Games can also serve as interaction structures that guide players in the joint creation of 
meaning. If interaction structures are designed properly, players may be confronted or 
presented with collaboration opportunities, which if accepted may lead to the exchange and 
creation of knowledge, and the generation of value both at the individual and group level. And 
value creation is essential if such games are to succeed and to be broadly used in business and 
collaborative environments.  
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In fact, developing realistic ‘games’ enabling users to experience complex situations 
involving people and interactions in social contexts is one of the most challenging frontiers of 
education, because technically it enables active experimentation with advanced eLearning 
technologies such as distributed 3D. Conceptually it involves the development of ‘Learning to 
Learn’ and ‘Learning to Change’ competencies whose complexity has been explored 
extensively within the individual and organizational learning literature, and which is, for 
instance, at the core of the work of authors like Argyris and Schoen. Within the educational 
contexts, games have been successfully and extensively used to develop the competencies of 
managers, engineers and decision-makers in top business schools (such as MIT, Stanford, 
etc.) in managing change and innovation in different types of organizational contexts. 
 
A concrete example of a learning experience which can be classified as a SmallWorld 
Simulation is the ‘EIS Simulation’ which has been widely adopted over the last few years to 
substitute or complement traditional ways of teaching change management competencies to 
engineering and management students, as well as to experienced executives.  
 
The objectives (see Figure 1) of such simulations are to: 
• Gradually increase the level of familiarity of each user with a specific space or feature 
of the overall system: 
• Increase the value perceived by each user from using the system by locating and 
suggesting the ‘exploration’ of valuable spaces, knowledge assets and members: and 











Figure 1. Change process within simulated games 
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The backbone of such simulations is the experience of a complex fabric of relations that is 
found within any organized groups. These simulations to provide a risk-free space within 
which people may explore and discover the value of the social networks as well as experiment 
with negotiating through the different relationships weaved into it. Network dynamics include 
both formal and informal ties which has consequences for those who easily accessible and 
those that require a little more networking before access may be permitted. Through 
interactions with simulated characters as well as other players, individuals may learn about 
themselves, their own networking experiences and styles, the value of interpersonal 
relationships towards the access of knowledge, and how networks and networking function. 
Based on the research on simulations, we propose developing a similar simulation-based 
learning experience for TenCompetence users. We are particularly interested in social 
simulations that consist of various human interactions involved in pursuing competence-
related goals, particularly, those related to professional and career development.  Within such 
simulations, participants function as members of some group, and are faced with a problem, 
complimented with a mission. Participants, in their roles, attempt to complete the assigned 
task within a social milieu. Actions performed by the players set in motion different 
interactive processes. Within such processes, players may experience frustration, pride, 
rejections, acceptance, cooperation, conflict, anger and other emotions as they attempt to 
achieve their goal.  
 
This simulation will consist of a network of professionals within a field, with simulated 
characters, each with a competence profile as well as connections to competence development 
opportunities. Users playing the simulation will be given a mission that will launch them into 
an exploration and experimentation with social network space and its features. 
 
We anticipate the impact of the simulations to be three-fold: 
• Users will become familiar and adapt to the virtual environment. They will do so by 
gaining an understanding of social networks, developing navigation skills, and 
discovering system spaces and their communicative and collaborative features. 
• Users will undergo socialization on a continual basis as the simulation assists them in 
forming connections among people. 
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Within any professional field, the ability to network and to navigate across networks in order 
to discover knowledge and learning opportunities is critical for both personal and professional 
development. Knowledge workers often depend on the people they know to help guide or 
direct their knowledge search. Furthermore, a knowledge worker is also part of a reciprocal 
relationship, gathering knowledge from others while provide knowledge to others. Through 
simulations, we are able to model the social network of a knowledge community, within 
which players may experience, first hand, in a risk free environment, the process of 
knowledge exchange, which include how to going finding the right people with the right 
knowledge, how to get access to these people and how to in turn impart knowledge to others. 
Through this experience, we hope to trigger players’ reflections and insights of their own 
knowledge seeking and knowledge sharing processes such that the simulated experience itself 
might lead to actual change in player’s knowledge sharing behaviour. 
2.2 Agent-based interventions 
 
The level of the interactivity with the user can be radically transformed with the use of 
artificial agents which pro-actively manage the process of knowledge delivery, and more 
generally any knowledge-related processes. The birth of agent-based model as a model for 
social systems was put forward by computer scientist Craig Reynold, who tried to model the 
reality of lively biological agents, known also as artificial agents. 
 
The idea is to construct the computational devices (known as agents) and then simulate them 
into a model of real phenomena. They have been used to explain the emergence of higher 
order patterns -- network structures of terrorist organizations and the Internet, power law 
distributions in the sizes of traffic jams, wars, and stock market crashes, and segregation 
despite populations of tolerant people. Agent based models also can be used to identify lever 
points, moments in time in which interventions have extreme consequences, and to 
distinguish among types of path dependency. 
 
Three key concepts within agent-base models are: objects, emergence and complexity, with 
agent-based models consisting of dynamically interacting rule-based agents. It is in the 
interaction among these agents that result in interesting and complex situations, sometimes 
very much like those we see in real life.  
 
Agents may be used to support “intelligently” the knowledge worker in the whole knowledge 
management cycle and in particular:  
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1. anticipate user’s needs 
2. propose pro-actively knowledge objects to him/her that he/she would not be 
aware of 
3. guide him/her, assess problems, suggest solutions, and advise him/her during 
his/her work process (decision making, problem solving, knowledge creation) 
4. assist him/her in his/her interactions with others (active support for the social 
process  
5. stimulate and motivate him/her (integrate the human dimension) 
6. help him/her to reflect, to restructure and to acquire new knowledge (help him to 
learn) 
 
2.3 Social network analysis 
Social network analysis (SNA) is a method for collecting, analyzing and presenting data about 
patterns of relationships among people and knowledge flows within a network. As a 
knowledge management practice, SNA has been used to study knowledge flows, the 
emergence of groups and the quality of their social relationships, as well as collaboration, 
innovation and knowledge diffusion. 
 
Social network techniques have been around for some time. The idea of drawing a picture 
(called a “sociogram”) of who is connected to whom for a specific set of people is credited to 
Dr. J.L. Moreno (1934), an early social psychologist who envisioned mapping the entire 
population of New York City.  
 
Cultural anthropologists independently invented the notion of social networks to provide a 
new way to think about social structure and the concepts of role and position (Nadel, 1957; 
Mitchell 1969), an approach that culminated in rigorous algebraic treatments of kinship 
systems (White, 1963; Boyd, 1969). 
 
Today, the scholarly discipline is growing in the field of management as researchers have 
clearly demonstrated the extent to which informal networks pervade and affect life and work 
within organizations (e.g., Lincoln, 1982) A particularly important line of inquiry in this work 
has been to understand forces influencing the emergence of informal networks within 
organizations (Monge & Eisenberg, 1987; Monge & Contractor, 2000). Through such work 
we have learned that communication is likely to occur in homophilic relationships and have 
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evidence of the role of similarity between people in increasing the likelihood of 
communication (e.g., Zenger & Lawrence, 1989; Ibarra, 1992 & 1995; McPherson, et al 
2001). At the same time we have also learned that design of an organization can have a strong 
influence on the pattern of informal networks via formal structure (e.g., Lincoln, 1982; 
Stevenson, 1990; Stevenson & Gilly, 1993; Brass, 1994), physical proximity (e.g., Allen, 
1977; Monge, Rothman, et al, 1985) and nature of the task (Bavelas, 1950; Leavitt, 1951; 
Shaw, 1964). 
 
The study of social networks has proceeded along four basically distinct, but interrelated, 
strands: 
1. The statistical analysis of pathways through networks with varying degrees of 
local structure. 
2. The qualitative description of the structure of networks in terms of local (e.g. 
clustering) and non-local (e.g., weak ties) features. 
3. The renormalisation of networks, viewed as meta-networks of highly clustered or 
equivalent sub-networks. 
4. The embedding of networks into (hopefully low dimensional) spaces where the 
coordinates are readily interpretable and relationships between members can be 
more easily visualised. 
(1) (Wasserman, 2004) 
 
Networks are frequently defined in the sociological literature on the basis of (at least) two 
relations: (1) how “far” each pair of vertices is from each other in the (unknown) metric of the 
(unknown) “social space”, and (2) whether or not they are connected and (perhaps) how 
strongly. 
Professor Albert-Laszlo Barabasi, in his book "Linked: The New Science of Networks” 
clearly shows how the natural properties of networks are intrinsically part of everyday life and 
that the structure of networks is "the key to understanding the complex world around us." 
Every network (in whatever context) has been shown to have properties which follow 
mathematical rules. If we understand these properties we can exploit them in the way we 
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• Networks are simple 
Any network consists of a set of nodes that are connected by links. Nodes may be land 
areas connected by bridges (the links), people nodes connected by handshakes, web pages 
connected by hyperlinks, etc… 
• Networks are dynamic 
Networks are dynamic, ever-changing entities. They grow and decay, attaching and 
losing nodes, seemingly at random. 
• Networks consist of strong and weak ties 
The strong ties are those between nodes that are closely related, and most tightly 
interlinked. The weak ties join those groups of nodes to other similarly tight clusters. 
Research has suggested that it is the weak ties that play a crucial role in spreading 
ideas to the outside world. 
(Barabasi, A.-L. (2002). “Linked: The New Science of Networks”, Cambridge, Mass.: 
Perseus Pub.) 
 
In terms of application, data from SNA may be leveraged to accelerate the flow of knowledge 
and information across functional and organizational boundaries; to identify the thought 
leaders, key information brokers and bottlenecks; and to identify opportunities for increasing 
impact by increasing flow.  
 
Social network analysis provides a method with which to obtain a bird’s eye view of 
relationship, information and communication patterns and flows within a network of 
individuals. Applied to a community of users, such as the one TENCompetence aims to 
accomplish, SNA may be used to identify collaboration opportunities between individuals and 
among groups, to support critical junctures in networks that may cross functional, hierarchical 
and geographical boundaries, to make informal networks visible, such that individuals may 
systematically assess and support strategically-important collaboration, and to identify 
opportunities for intervention. 
 
Furthermore, stimulus agents acting on SNA data may generate value interventions towards 
stimulating the participation of users. Such interventions include suggesting connections 
among users, setting up groups, closing the gaps in people’s knowledge of other members’ 
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2.4 Social software 
Social software are technological solutions to support the interactions among people. Broadly 
conceived, this term could encompass older media such as mailing lists and Usenet, but some 
would restrict its meaning to more recent software genres such as blogs and wikis. Others 
suggest that the term social software is best used not to refer to a single type of software, but 
rather to the use of two or more modes of computer-mediated communication that result in 
community formation. In this view, people form online communities by combining one-to-
one (e.g., email and instant messaging), one-to-many (Web pages and blogs), and many-to-
many (wikis) communication modes. In many online communities, real life meetings become 
part of the communication repertoire. The more specific term collaborative software applies to 
cooperative work systems. 
Common to most definitions is the observation that some types of software seem to facilitate 
"bottom-up" community development, in which membership is voluntary, reputations are 
earned by winning the trust of other members, and the community's mission and governance 
are defined by the communitys' members themselves. Communities formed by "bottom-up" 
processes are contrasted to the less vibrant collectivities formed by "top-down" software, in 
which users' roles are determined by an external authority and circumscribed by rigidly 
conceived software mechanisms (such as access rights). 
The term also arose in the late nineties to describe software emerging out of alliances between 
programmers and social groups whose particular kinds of cultural intelligence are locked out 
of mainstream software. In this understanding of the term, the social is understood to also 
have a political and aesthetic sense, not simply acting as a kind of glue for a collection of 
normatively understood 'agents' whose inter-relations are formatted by software. What both 
positions share is an understanding that particular design decisions and the grammar of 
interactions made possible by each piece of software is socially significant. As the term has 
become more important to the computer industry, this earlier use of the term has often been 
edited out of memory. 
Web 2.0, according to conference sponsor Tim O'Reilly, is an "architecture of participation"-
- a constellation made up of links between web applications that rival desktop applications, 
the blog publishing revolution and self-service advertising. This architecture is based on 
social software where users generate content, rather than simply consume it, and on open 
programming interfaces that let developers add to a web service or get at data. It is an arena 
where the web rather than the desktop is the dominant platform, and organization appears 
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spontaneously through the actions of the group, for example, in the creation of folksonomies 
created through tagging.  
The theory has been percolating for some time. O'Reilly published an essay on the topic, as 









Figure 2: O Reilly’s graphic map of Web 2.0 
A blog is a web-based system where an individual can post text (and sometimes attachments, 
such as mp3 or image files) via a browser. Most blog systems allow some sort of categorizing 
or tagging of posts, and most publish an RSS feed (an XML file containing the blog post data) 
so that the posts can be distributed or syndicated to other websites and systems. Blog entries, 
also called "posts" or "stories," might be written by a blog owner, a contributing reader, or 
gleaned from other Internet resources. Blogs relies on the idea of using naratives (stories) to 
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3. Existing tools 
 
3.1 Simulations 
A recent IDC survey stated that "by 2008, the use of simulations will quadruple.... Simulations 
provide a parallel universe in which employees hone their skills... Innovative companies have 
realized this, and others will follow." 
The power of a simulation is that it provides experience-based learning. It places the learner 
in a particular scenario and assigns the user a role and mission within that scenario. The user 
takes on the role and responsibilities within a virtual environment and through the game 
experience, gains valuable targeted skills.  
 
3.1.1 EIS simulation http://www.calt.insead.edu/eis/ 
In the EIS Simulation, participants working in groups are challenged to introduce an 
innovation in a division of the EuroComm Corporation. They have up to 6 months of 
(simulated) time to convince as many of the 22 members of the division's management team 
as possible to adopt an important innovation, which in this case is an Executive Information 
System introduced corporate-wide to increase transparency and reporting. During the 
simulation, participants, operating as change agents, can choose among many different 
initiatives and change management tactics to meet their goal. They may gather information on 
the managers (the profiles, their relationships, etc.) or may take direct action to try to 
convince the managers and thus influence their willingness to adopt the proposed innovation.  
Each time participants implement a tactic, they immediately receive feedback about the 
impact of their decisions. The objective is to get as many adopters as possible, overcoming 
different forms of individual and organizational resistance to change. 
 
The learning objectives: In today's complex business environment, organisations cannot avoid 
innovating, and implementing change has become one of the key tasks of managers. On the 
other hand- as everybody who has tried to introduce innovations and change in organisations 
knows by experience - managing change processes and making new things happen is often a 
difficult, lengthy and sometimes frustrating process. The EIS Simulation aims at providing 
managers with a shared experience. An experience which brings them in direct touch with a 
variety of factors impacting the dynamics of innovation and change in organizational 
contexts. It was developed and deployed successfully to provide learning experiences for 
decision makers interested in extending their change and innovation management 
competencies in specific contexts. It is addressing relevant competencies related to distributed 
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teamwork, collaboration dynamics and social networks. Finally it can help individuals and 
organisations to diagnose and learn to address cognitive and behavioural barriers. 
 
3.1.2 BricksOrClicks  http://www.bricksorclicks.com/ 
BricksOrClicks.com is an exciting online simulation game. The player takes on the role of 
CEO of a traditional toy manufacturer called ToyBlocks Co., which must confront the 
challenges of deciding whether or not to launch an online sales channel while managing and 
maintaining its current traditional sales channels.  
3.1.3 Food Force (http://www.food-force.com/fr/) 
 
The United Nations Food Programme is using a game to raise awareness on major crisis 
situations. The mission of the game is to take part in a team in the island of Sheylan and 
accelerate the World food Programme and help feed millions of people. 
 
 
3.2 Social network analysis & visualization 
In recent years important contributions have emerged from disciplines such as Social Network 
Analysis – SNA –providing new insights on how the social fabric within organizations and 
virtual communities develops and evolves. At the same time we have witnessed an explosion 
of tools and internet sites in the social networking area and the rise of the social dimension of 
internet usage, which has been often labelled as “Web 2.0”. Collaborative Environments are 
no longer a mere tool for facilitation but a locus of social practice. 
 
3.2.1. Inflow  http://orgnet.com 
Valdis Krebs, creator of Inflow, has used SNA towards identifying emergent communities of 
practices, collaboration, knowledge management, data mining, knowledge use and reuse, etc.  
Inflow software and services have been used to map and measure networks, flows, and 
relationships in organizations, communities, and other complex human systems. It performs 
network analysis and network visualization in one integrated product. What is mapped in one 
window is measured in the other window, i.e. what one sees, is what one measures. It also 
provides easy access to the most popular network metricsand is compatible with Microsoft 
Office and the WWW. With visualization and metrics in one interactive interface, almost 
unlimited what-if scenarios are possible.  
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3.2.2. Touchgraph  http://touchgraph.sourceforge.net/ 
The TouchGraph browser allows one to examine the graph of similar items at one website. 
For example at the Amazon browser Items are linked together by directed edges, with an edge 
from item A to item B indicating that people who buy A also buy B. 
 
3.2.3.Jung  http://jung.sourceforge.net/ 
“Jung is composed of a software library that provides a common and extendible language for  
modeling, analysis, and visualization of data that can be represented as a graph or network. 
It is written in Java, which allows JUNG-based applications to make use of the extensive 
built-in capabilities of the Java API, as well as those of other existing third-party Java 
libraries. The current distribution of JUNG includes implementations of a number of 
algorithms from graph theory, data mining, and social network analysis, such as routines for 
clustering, decomposition, optimization, random graph generation, statistical analysis, and 
calculation of network distances, flows, and importance measures (centrality, PageRank, 
HITS, etc.).”  
 
3.3 Social Bookmarking 
Social bookmarking is server-side software aimed specifically at managing links with, 
crucially, a strong, social networking flavour, and an unabashedly open and unstructured 
approach to tagging, or user classification, of those links (Hammond et al, 2005).  
 
It belongs to a new class of tools that caters more to the academic communities and that 
stores not only user-supplied tags, but also structured citation metadata terms wherever it is 
possible to glean this information from service providers. This provision of rich, structured 
metadata means that the user is provided with an accurate third-party identification of a 
document, which could be used to retrieve that document, but is also free to search on user-
supplied terms so that documents of interest (or rather, references to documents) can be made 
discoverable and aggregated with other similar descriptions either recorded by the user or by 
other users. 
Social bookmarking is currently used within firms. One of the primary benefits of an 
enterprise social bookmarking application is that it is an explicit assessment of the utility or 
value of various Internet and intranet information resources. As an information resource, there 
are many potential integration points with other corporate applications. Several of these are 
discussed here. 
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The first natural integration point would be to use the social bookmark link structure to 
augment enterprise search applications. Web resources with high bookmark counts are likely 
to be relevant and useful. Indices of role- or team-based bookmark collections can be 
specially weighted in role- and team-based search tools. An early variant of this search 
integration has already been developed as a Firefox plug-in. Intranet searches are augmented 
with a supplemental search of the bookmark collection, and bookmark matches are presented, 
as a group, in the search results list.  
A second integration would be to combine an individual’s bookmarks with other information 
sources provided by that individual. A research prototype of an enhanced corporate directory 
service has already embedded portions of an individual’s bookmark collection in directory 
information. The idea is that an individual’s bookmark collection is a meaningful reflection of 
the topics of general interest to that individual. This may be a powerful mechanism to provide 
dynamic updates to the “current interests” profiles for individuals. In a similar manner, 
corporate bloggers have embedded recent personal bookmark collections in their home blog 
pages.  
A third natural integration point would be to place bookmark collections from a group of 
individuals into Web sites maintained for various teams or projects. We have already 
observed one team, which is focused on e-learning, embed a collection of bookmarks on a 
team Web site. Again, using the subscription services supported by the bookmarking 
application allows automatic updating of bookmarks, promoting timely sharing of important 
information among team members.  
3.3.1 Del.ici.ous http://del.icio.us/ 
Delicious has received a great deal of attention of late, have pioneered a concept that some 
people call "folksonomy" (in contrast to taxonomy), a style of collaborative categorization of 
sites using freely chosen keywords, often referred to as tags. Tagging allows for the kind of 
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3.3.2 Connotea 
Connotea was developed as an experimental service by NPG's New Technology department, 
with Ben Lund as project lead, and seeks to provide the best of both worlds  
Connotea is also equipped to function as a citation manager and currently supports retrieval 
of metadata elements from a number of sites including PubMed, HubMed, Amazon.com, 
Nature.com, and D-Lib Magazine. Further development in this area is planned. A companion 
paper reports in detail on Connotea as a case study in implementing a social bookmarking 
tool. 
Key features include: 
• Online storage of references and bookmarks 
The current standard practice in personal reference management is to have a database of 
citations stored locally on a user's own computer, and manipulated using dedicated 
desktop software. Moving the database online has a number of advantages: it makes the 
collection available from any web-enabled computer, and it allows easy sharing of 
personal collections. Of course, online storage has its disadvantages too: the 
responsiveness and usability of the application, for example, and the fact that the 
availability of your data is in the hands of others.  
• Simple, non-hierarchical organising 
Instead of placing reference material in folders, or folders within folders, the 
organisational apparatus of Connotea creates a totally flat, but multi-faceted, 
space. The data can be viewed from the perspective of tags, or users, or links. The 
'tags' of Connotea and other social bookmarking tools often lead commentators to 
decry the anarchy of unconstrained keywords, but this overlooks the fact that tags 
are intended first and foremost as a way for individual users to manage their own 
collections. In this way, they are similar in purpose to folder names in computer 
file systems. However, instead of creating sub-levels of organisation by nesting 
folders hierarchically, flat tagging achieves this by assigning multiple tags to 
each item, each tag being treated equally. This releases the user from some of the 
constraints of a traditional file system, and a web-based interface allows easy 
navigation of material organised in this way.  
• Opening the list to others 
All bookmarks posted to Connotea are visible to all registered users and visitors. 
This takes the concept of sharing to a new level, but also brings new 
opportunities. The main benefits of openness come not just from the ease with 
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which it allows explicit sharing with friends and colleagues, but from many users 
storing their bookmarks in the same place. This allows Connotea to automatically 
discover and present connections between users. For example, if someone else 
has bookmarked the same things as you, that person's library will be a good 
candidate for a place to find interesting new content. In addition, shared lists 
allow more sophisticated collaborative filtering algorithms to make 
recommendations of the form "people who bookmarked this also bookmarked…".  
• Tagging 
Tags are the means by which references are organised in Connotea. Suitable tags 
should therefore be meaningful in the context of a particular article and a user. 
For this reason, Connotea allows tags to be almost anything (including both 
single words and phrases). As discussed above, tags can be thought of as a list of 
categories for the article, or as folder names, albeit without the potential 
inconvenience of hierarchy and with the bonus of being able to store the article 
simultaneously in multiple folders.  
• Comments 
The other noteworthy piece of personal data is the user's comment. Each user can 
comment any number of times on any bookmark in their library, and comments 
from different users are combined to display a chronological, and conversational, 
thread about a resource. The idea is that when a user is viewing an article that 
they already have in their Connotea library, they can quickly and easily add a 
public note about it. 
• RSS 
The bookmarks stored in Connotea can be viewed and navigated by user, by tag 
or by a combination of users and tags. This means that if, for example, you find 
the collection of a particular user interesting, you can be alerted via RSS to any 
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3.4 Social Tagging 
Collaborative tagging describes the process by which many users add metadata in the form of 
keywords to shared content. Recently, collaborative tagging has grown in popularity on the 
web, on sites that allow users to tag bookmarks, photographs and other content. Content and 
commerce domains have already begun to open their information architectures to empower 
their consumers to tag and create greater degrees of faceted, semantic relationships between 
their information objects. Folksonomies change the dynamics of generating useful ndex 
pages, eliminating the need to manage the creation of value and increasing the potential 
clickthroughs necessary for a particular content. The usefulness of these visible, semantic 
relationships to the person searching for specific content or product, is quite possibly the 
most "sticky" form of extended discovery. The tagging simultaneously allows me to peer into 
the world of like-minded folk (ergo: folksonomies). Tagging creates community and increase 
the findability of content and products.  
 
3.4.1 43 things www.43things.com 
43 Things or 43things.com is a social networking site that is built on the principles of tagging. 
Users create accounts and then list a number of goals or hopes; these goals are parsed by a 
lexer and connected to other people’s goals that are constructed with similar words or ideas. 
This concept is also known as folksonomy. What makes the site work is how it connects the 
people to each other. For example, you state a goal, such as "write a novel." That 
immediately links you to all the other people who have the exact same goal. But you also 
attach tags to your goal -- essentially key words that you choose -- such as "writing," "novel" 
and "fiction." Tags are not selected from any pre-codified hierarchy set by the site designers. 
They simply arise from the grass roots -- you and others like you. Then you're suddenly 
connected to everyone with similar goals, such as "write a good novel" and "write a book and 
have it published" and "finish my novel." On social networking sites like Orkut or Friendster, 
people join, and then declare their alliances to each other explicitly. On sites that employ 
tagging, the networks emerge, implicitly, out of the shared interests of users. Order isn't 
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4. Designing for TENCompetence 
Based on the review and the current tools on SNA, we are now exploring ways to extend 
existing tools such as using algorithms to generate meaningful visualizations, as well as 
visualizations that can change dynamically according to new input (as opposed to bestiario, 
which maps an unchanging network)- for example, if we enter new information into my 
profile, it will be reflected automatically in the map. This will allow users instantaneous, real-
time info on the network. 
We must consider as well that Friendster and Ryze are not as popular as they used to be. The 
“trendy” social networking sites are now “Facebook” and Myspace”. Back in 2003, 
MySpace’s social-network ancestor, Friendster, was huge. Founder Jonathan Abrams had 
created an online nexus intended specifically to establish and explore degrees of separation. 
But users started to create faux profiles, or Fakesters, satirizing everything and Abrams 
demanded that they be removed. By November 2003, Wired published a story about the 
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3.2 Designing Socially-enhanced Virtual Community 
Environments in a Competence Development Context  
 
 1. General Design Considerations 
 
Based on the research conducted in previous phases of the project, the process of designing 
interactive systems to support people to access, gradually develop a good understanding, and 
ultimately select the most appropriate Competence Development Opportunities (CDO) 
requires to take explicitly into consideration the social context and dynamics in which such 
processes take place [see State of the art reports for 8.2 and 8.31]. 
 
Therefore, such an interactive system can be best conceptualized and designed as a Virtual 
Community Environments with a number of Specific Features and Embedded Dynamics, 
all oriented towards helping users to: 
 
• gain an overview of and become aware of relevant Competence Development 
Opportunities (CDO),  
• build an informed opinion about which ones would best fit their objectives and 
aspirations, and  
• get the possibility to share their experiences and engage in productive knowledge 
exchanges with other users. 
 
This document aims at describing how such an interactive system can be implemented, 
focusing specifically on the design of its: 
 
• CDO Overview Dimension (see section 2) 
• People and Virtual Community Dimension (section 3) 
• Embedded Stimulus Agents and Game Dynamics (section 4) 
 
In section 5 we include a number of considerations related to the use of “Connectedness” as a 
way of measuring Value Creation within such an interactive environment, as well as issues 
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2. Design of the CDO Overview Dimension 
2.1 Designing the Overview Tool 
 
A first important objective is to provide users with a good overview of available CDOs. This 
can be achieved by supporting the users in navigating through a Structured Space in which 
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As displayed in the Figure above2, CDOs can be first grouped in 4 Main types as a function of 
the Type of Experience they propose to the users. In fact, such an experience consists mainly 
in interacting with either “Things” (i.e. more of less interactive artifacts or "knowledge 
containers" such as books or software) or “People” (like experts, peers, or friends) in different 
types of "knowledge exchange contexts" (like an online workshop, a traditional course, or a 
one-to-one meeting or exchange). The "social" component of the experience will be low or 
high accordingly. 
In the first 2 of the Main Types we have Competence Development Opportunities facilitated 
by non-interactive material such as Books, Videos, etc. or by interactive material such as 
OnlineTutorials, Single-User Games, etc.  
  Main Type 1   Main Type 2 
In the third Main Type we have Competence Development Opportunities facilitated by 
interacting within specific knowledge exchange contexts (a Course, a Community, etc.) with 
a group of other people, such as participating in a Workshop, in Multi-Users Games, etc. 
 
In the fourth Main Type we have finally Competence Development Opportunities enabled by 
interacting directly with people such as experts, peers, teachers, but also family members, 
friends, etc.  
 
                                                
2 A partial, but interactive version of this early prototype can be accessed at 
http://www.calt.insead.edu/eis/cdm/1.htm  - in this prototype, the subcategories 
are implemented through a simple Wiki structure, which will not be suitable for 
the actual system. 
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As displayed in the Figure below, each Main Type can have a number of Subtypes, 
corresponding to traditional ways of classifying CDOs.  
For each Main Type of Competence Development Opportunities (CDOs), the user should be 
able to display the corresponding CDOs in different ways, to facilitate navigation through:  
• Linear browsing - as displayed above. 
• Resources Maps - visualization of networks linking different CDOs (CDO-CDO 
Relationship Networks) according to different criteria - similarity, types, related 
competences, etc. – see section 2.2.  
• Connection Maps - visualization of networks linking CDOs to People (CDO-People 
Relationship Networks) according to different criteria – awareness, knowledge, 
interest, etc. – see section 3), and  
• People Maps- visualization of networks linking People to People (People-People 
Relationship Networks) according to different criteria – groups, knowledge, interest, 
etc. – see section 3. 
   Visualization and Navigation Options 
 
Once a Subtype is selected, the corresponding CDOs are displayed (according to the selected 
Visualization and Navigation Option. At this point, users can: 
 
• select each CDO to access specific information (included in the CDO Profile - section 
2.2). 
• select each CDO to participate into CDO-related activities (such as rating it or 
participating in a knowledge exchange about experiences with this CDO – see section 
2.2) 
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• select each CDO to edit/modify its related information (reflected in the CDO Profile - 
section 2.2) 
• introduce new CDOs fitting in the selected Subtype 
• remove/archive (with the appropriated access right) the CDO  
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2.2 Profiling Competence Development Opportunities 
 
Each CDO has a Profile which users can visualize to gather more information or to engage 
into activities/exchanges related to the specific CDO (such as rating and 
commenting/discussing). 
 
A CDO Profile includes at least the following items: 
 
Basic Information Fields These are fields such as Name, Location, 
Description, Specific Type, Links, 
Competences Addressed, Date Inserted, and 
Last Date Modified. 
CDO-CDO Relationships Fields These are fields providing information about 
how the CDO connects to other CDOs, such 
as is_related_to, and is_required_for. 
CDO-People Relationships Fields These are fields providing information about 
how the CDO connects to specific People, 
such as inserted_by, managed_by, 
accessed_by, known_by, and is_involving – 
meaning the set of people involved in 
actually delivering the specific CDO. 
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Associated Forum/Blog These are simple interaction spaces users can 
exploit to engage into knowledge exchanges 
related to the CDO: 
• A Forum environment should be 
available to enable users to see 
ongoing discussion threats, 
participate in them, or initiate new 
ones. 
• A Blog-like structure should be 
available to record chronological 
events related to this CDO (its 
“history”). 
• A Tag mechanism will be used to 
classify content by means of a 
folksonomy. The system will provide 
links to other items that share the 
same tag. This allows “multiple 
browseable” paths. 
Special Information Fields These are special fields supporting Rating, 
Assessment, and Opinion Aggregation 
mechanisms, if included. 
  
 
2.3 Visual Representations and Networks Navigation Features 
 
Within this context there are a number of relevant “Connections” (among CDOs, among CDO 
Categories, among People, among People Groups, or between CDOs and People) which need 
to be visualized.  
 
It is therefore key for the system to provide mechanisms to visualize Relationship Networks, 
whose Nodes are CDOs, CDO Types, People, or People Groups, and whole links are the 
different relationships defined between these Nodes. Such visualizations need to be 
“interactive” in terms of supporting users to use them for Navigating in dense Networks, 
enabling them to: 
 
- focus/zoom into a specific Node (focusing) or subset of the Network (zooming) 
- to decide the visibility/overlay of different Nodes Sets and Relationship Networks  
 
Ideally, users should also be able to perform basic “manipulations” on such network 
visualizations to modify the location/visual positioning of Nodes or set of Nodes. 
 
Ultimately, such interactive visualizations should become not only “clickable”, but totally 
“editable”. 
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3. Design of the People and VC Dimension 
 
3.1 Designing the People/Community Overview Tool 
 
From the main screen, users should not only get access to an overview of CDOs, but also be 
able to get an overview of other users/community members. To make the system “socially 
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A user when logged in will be able to have an overview of the following “spaces”: 
 
Field/Slot Name Type of Values  Reason/Meaning/Usage 
Me (my Profile) All the fields included in the 
Member ID Profile 
Overall view of all my personal information 
My Objectives List of Competences Desired+ 
Link to blog 
Important section for the agents for 
“matching” members with similar Desired 
Competences 
My Network List of linked CDOs, List of 
Buddies 
Have an overall view of all my Connections 
Search and 
Connect 
Displays the Search Interface in 
which a Member can combine 
different filters to browse the 
network 
Connections and relationships with CDOs and 
Members. Navigation options and filtering by 
relationship, CDO type, Date, Rating, 
Member. 
 
Online Members List of Member IDs (currently 
logged in) 
Tracking who is online and possibility to 
contact her by using a forum, IM or skype  
 
Log In History List of visited CDOs, User IDs, 
forums…(Events) 
Last events of a Member 
 
Most Popular Display List of User IDs and 
CDOs 
Overview of the most active Members and 
most popular CDOs 
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3.2 Profiling Users 
 
Community Members, like CDO, need to have a Profile, editable by the corresponding user 
and visible (although eventually only partially) to other members. 
 
A Member Profile includes at least the following items: 
 
Basic Information Fields These are fields such as Name(s), Location, 
Description, Profession(s), Organization(s), 
Specific Type/Group(s), Links, Competence 
Levels, Date Inserted, and Last Date 
Modified. 
People-People Relationships Fields These are fields providing information about 
how the Member connects to other People 
(who could be Members or not), such as 
is_similar_to, appreciates, and knows. 
CDO-People Relationships Fields These are fields providing information about 
how the Member connects to specific CDOs, 
such as the equivalent of those mentioned in 
section 2..2 (inserted_by, managed_by, 
accessed_by, known_by, and is_involving – 
meaning that the Member is involved – e.g. 
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Appendix K: Activity Diagram 
 WP8 Milestone M8.1 
 
TENCompetence – IST-2005-027087  
 
 
 WP8 Milestone M8.1 
 
TENCompetence – IST-2005-027087  
 

















 WP8 Milestone M8.1 
 
TENCompetence – IST-2005-027087  
 
 
Appendix M Activity diagram 
The activity diagram describes the system of ad hoc transient communities into some 
detail. It provides a quite detailed flow through the process and suggests several 
algorithms for various steps. 
For clarity sake, the handling of the request for support (tutee asking content question) 
and tutor selection are presented in two separate diagrams, but both processes will take 
place in parallel. Therefore some actions seem to be duplicated, but are not. 
 
 
Figure 54: Request handling 
 
 WP8 Milestone M8.1 
 
TENCompetence – IST-2005-027087  
 
 
Figure 55: Tutor selection 
 
The starting point of both diagrams is a user who has been enrolled in a learning network 
and has signed on. 
 
1 Fill in question form 
Some Learner asks a Content related Question (CQ). 
This is where it all starts. Only questions that pertain to the content are permissible. 
Questions about procedures or administrative issues are not allowed. 
• Procedural questions could of course be treated in a similar way. This is out of scope, 
though. 
• A question asked will usually pertain to some Activity Node (AN) the Learner 
happens to study. This need not be the case, though. Learners may ask questions 
about several of the ANs they have studied thus far, even about ANs that are part of 
the LN, but weren't studied by the learners as the positioning system indicated they 
were part of his or her prior experience. 
 
2 Valid? 
Check whether the CQ is formally correct. 
If not correct, it gets rejected immediately. Formally correct means whether the form 
used to submit the question has been filled in fully. 
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• This step may be skipped. It is mentioned here, because it might be useful. 
• Since the CQ is being shown to some of the LNUs and to the LSA engine (see steps 4 
and 6), it should at least be sufficiently detailed for both the tutor and LSA engine to 
work on. Perhaps a minimal number of meaningful words (i.e. words after stopping 
and stemming) could be used as a criterion. 
In this step, it could be checked whether the question is non-procedural. Perhaps a 
LSA algorithm could be used to establish the likelihood of it being procedural. Rather 
than reject the question outright, it could ask the learner whether the question really is 
content related or, after all, procedural. A standard collection of procedural 
documents could be used as a benchmark. 
• In this step, the system could also check whether the question contains an indication 
of the AN the CQ belongs to and perhaps also the stage to which the learner has 
progressed within the AN (see 10). 
 
3 Archive question form  
Log CQ and AN 
Log merely means adding the question to the requester's personal database for reuse by 
him or her later on. Having an overview of questions asked, linked to the forum thread in 
which they have been answered is a useful service to the user. 
• Whether the log is going to be used in other ways depends on what additional 
functionality (in the form of use cases) the system should address. Only something as 
simple as the frequency distribution of questions asked (number of users asking 1, 2, 
3, ... questions) already is an interesting community statistic; another one would be 
the number of questions per AN (or document within an AN). Obviously, these 
statistics would be computed by a system-wide agent, like the match maker. 
• The registration could include the AN that the learner is currently studying: <CQ, 
AN>, perhaps even the stage he or she is in. 
 
4 Communicate with LSA module 
Carry out LSA on CQ 
The purpose of this step is to find out the relevance of each AN for answering the CQ. 
Clearly, some ANs are more relevant than others. When trying to find a tutor to answer 
the CQ, the relevance of the ANs for the CQ is used to weigh each tutor's content and 
tutoring expertise (see steps 5 and 6): the more relevant an AN, the more a tutor's 
expertises should count. With the help of the LSA module, all documents in the entire 
Learning Network, arranged by AN, are compared with the question and the correlation 
coefficients are computed. All documents belonging to some AN are pooled. Then a 
listing is produced of <correlation, activity node ID> doublets. It is assumed that a high 
correlation points to a high relevance and vice versa. Relevance may be represented by 
the relevance vector (a column vector) Ra1 = [r1 .. rj .. ra], where a is the number of ANs 
and rj the relevance for the j-th AN 
• The documents are pooled rather than, say, averaging the correlation coefficients of 
the various documents per AN. This is done to avoid effects like the following: an 
AN that contains one document with r=0.9 and 9 with r=0.2 scores lower (0.027) than 
an AN that contains one document only with r=0.3. 
For heterogeneous ANs, this is a serious problem as they get 'averaged out'. 
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Alternatively, we could have chosen not to average the coefficients, but to use the 
maximum coefficient. It should be possible to figure out what operation on the 
document correlation coefficients yields the same result as the pooling of the 
documents. Not pooling them may be preferable in view of step 7, in which 
suggestions for answers to the CQ are extracted. This requires a resolution even at the 
level of paragraphs rather than the AN as a whole. But perhaps, this needs to be seen 
as two distinct steps. 
 
5 Compute suitability peer tutors 
Compute tutor suitability 
All other LNUs, or rather their personal assistants, are now asked to evaluate their 
suitability to offer support to the learner, that is, to provide an answer to the CQ, however 
preliminary. This activity consists of 4 sub-activities that can be carried out in parallel. 
They are described below. 
 
5a From an LNU's dossier, determine his or her content competency with respect to CQ. 
Someone's competency level describes this person mastery of the learning objectives of 
some AN, hence the term 'content competency'. Competency levels vary between 0 and 
1; 0 means not completed, 1 means completed. They can be represented by the vector 
C1a = [c1 .. ci .. ca] where a is the number of ANs and ci the content competency on the 
i-th AN. These content competencies need to be adjusted so as to reflect their relevance 
to CQ. Content competency with respect to an AN irrelevant to CQ should be ignored 
(receive weight 0), content competency with respect to an AN highly relevant to CQ 
should be taken into account (say, receive weight 0.9). Therefore, each ci needs to be 
weighted by the relevant of ANj for CQ. This is done by multiplying the competency 
(row) vector C1a with the (column) vector Ra1. This gives: 
C1a * Ra1 = (c1* r1 + c2 * r2 + ... + ca * ra) 
(C1a * Ra1 )/a = C 
Division by a is done to make sure that 0≤ C ≤ 1. C is called the consolidated content 
competency. 
• Competencies are hard to measure, they can be measured through assessments, but 
that is a route we don't want to go for obvious reasons. Failing this option, our best 
measure of someone's competency on some ANj is i) whether he or she has 
completed ANj successfully, perhaps added with information on ii) how long ago that 
was (assuming that mastery fades with time). 
• Someone who has just completed some ANj is more competent than someone who 
has done this sometime ago; unless, of course, the latter person has pursued further 
studies that build on ANj. That too should then be reflected in his or her dossier and 
could be taken into account. 
• To add some more sophistication, those who are still studying a particular AN (and 
hence also are learners), may receive a content competency between 0 and 1. 
• Content competency should take into account someone's previous experience, as 
reflected in his her portfolio (positioning!). 
• To compute content competency, the following rules could be taken into account: 
- IF the tutor is not actively working on one or more of the relevant activity nodes 
THEN the tutor receives content competency 0. 
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5b From an LNU's dossier, determine his or her tutor competency with respect to CQ 
Someone's content competency is related to but different than someone's tutoring 
competency. Someone who has good mastery of some subject doesn't necessarily make 
for a good tutor. And, vice versa, someone with average content competency may make 
an excellent tutor. Indeed, someone who has no content competency cannot be a tutor at 
all. So the system has to distinguish between content competency and tutor competency. 
In this step, the tutoring competency of some LNU is computed from his or her portfolio. 
As with content competencies, tutor competencies will vary over ANs. Via a procedure 
similar to the one followed in step 5a, we arrive at the consolidated tutoring competency 
vector T. 
• For the time being, we assume that all LNUs have tutor competency 1, but this need 
be changed soon as tutoring competency is a crucial factor in arriving at satisfactory 
answers. A little more sophistication could be added by giving expert LNUs a value 
of 1 and giving peers a smaller value (0.5). 
• A tutor's past performance should preferably be taken into account. It could be based 
on some sort of rating (kudos) given by learners whose content questions were 
answered in the past and who were asked to rate the answer. 
• It may be assumed that more 'difficult' questions (according to some measure) require 
tutors with a higher level of tutor competency. This could be achieved in step 7, by 
giving tutoring competency and greater load than content competency. Lacking a 
'difficulty measure', we will not take this into account and assume that all questions 
are of equal difficulty. 
 
5c Restrict a tutor's eligibility 
Some LNUs will have more expertise than others, either from previous experience (see 
positioning) or because of their history in the LN. Tutoring is a matter of making your 
expertise available to the community to answer questions of fellow LNUs with less 
expertise. The tutoring load may increase rapidly with increasing expertise. After all, 
experts by definition are able to answer many different questions, beginners only few. 
This is unequal spread of the tutoring load is undesirable. The effort an LNU is willing to 
spend on tutoring is limited and largely independent on his or her expertise. Asking too 
many questions would thus lead to the quick exclusion of the expert tutors from the 
community structure. The question therefore is how to spread the tutoring load evenly. 
There is an additional, pedagogical twist to this argument. If tutoring is an educationally 
valuable experience per se - and not just a matter of community service - then LNUs 
should act as tutors for CQs that relate to ANs they have mastered themselves just yet. 
For those ANs, the educational value is likely to be maximal. An LNU's eligibility is the 
degree to which a particular LNU is preferred over others because of experience and 
workload considerations. [An appropriate way to measure eligibility still needs to be 
developed]  
• In relatively small communities, a random drawing could be used since the number of 
LNUs would be too small to make some ineligible. This could be done as a first 
approximation. 
 
5d Determine tutor availability 
 WP8 Milestone M8.1 
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Tutor availability should at least take into account a past tutor load. Someone who has 
answered many questions over the last few weeks should be exempted; someone who has 
answered few questions only so far should be preferred also so as to ensure that all LNUs 
get equal opportunity to perform a tutor role. 
If we plot a frequency distribution of the number of ANs a tutor is competent for (both 
content and tutoring competency) against the number of tutors, in all likelihood few 
LNUs will be suited to answer almost all questions (as they have high competencies on 
all ANs) and many LNUs will be suited to answer a few only (as they are competent with 
respect to only one or two ANs). Even if we were to randomly distribute CQ requests 
over all competent tutors, the load would be unevenly spread over the tutors: 
Those who are competent for more ANs will proportionally receive more requests. Since 
we want to spread the tutoring load evenly, this effect has to be compensated for, by 
making the tutor availability depend on the past tutor load.  
Availability = Ai 
• Preferably, a measure more sophisticated than the total workload over some period of 
time should be developed. It could for instance take into account both the number of 
questions and the time lapsed since they were first asked. 
• If suitability computing is done centrally, in the interest of maximising the chance of 
at all obtaining a reaction to a request to participate, the tutor's online status (online 
versus offline), perhaps even the expected online status could be taken into account. 
• Another rule that may be considered is: 
- IF the time a tutor has available for performing a tutoring role until the due date of 
the question is less than the time it takes to answer the question THEN the tutor is 
NOT available. (This presupposes a due date; due dates may be provided by the 
learner or by the system itself, which sets a time horizon before which the question 
has to be answered.) 
 
The results of steps 5a through 5d - that is an LNU's consolidated content competency Ci, 
his or her consolidated tutoring competency Ti, eligibility Ei, and availability Ai - are 
now used to determine the tutor's overall suitability S. 
Si = k1 * Ci * k2 * Ti * k3 * Ei * k4 * Ai 
The Ks are introduced to weigh the relative effects of the various factors. For example, 
the effect of a tutor's content competency could be half the effect of his or her tutoring 
competency, etc. Furthermore, 0 ≤ k ≤ 1. 
• Here, consolidated content competency, consolidated tutor competency and eligibility 
and availability have all been expressed as numerical values between 0 and 1. This 
allowed us to compute the overall suitability S. But an alternative approach could 
have been followed. Suppose that an initial ad hoc community is formed after having 
computed the overall competency from the content competency and tutor 
competency. Eligibility or availability (both or either one) could now have been used 
to trim the size of this initial ad hoc community. Applying eligibility criteria already 
results to the elimination of some tutors, availability criteria could remove more, if 
needed. What approach is chosen depends on the ease with which the eligibility and 
availability vectors may be computed and the extent to which eligibility and 
availability could perhaps be captured more truthfully in a set of logical, if-then rules. 
This also results in  different diagram. In the present case, a tutor's suitability is 
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computed by his or her Personal Agent. In the proposed case, eligibility and 
availability considerations need to be pulled in by the Matchmaker Agent. 
This means more central processing (assuming that the PAs are client side agents. If 
they aren't, the argument changes.). 
 
6 Invite most suitable LNU peer tutors 
Invite tutors by suitability ranking 
The individual tutor suitability Si is now collected for every tutor. Their rank order from 
the largest to the smallest represents the order in which LNUs should be invited to 
participate in the ad hoc community.  
• If suitabilities are computed on the client side, the chances that the LNUS are actually 
available immediately for participation in the ad hoc community, is maximised. 
 
7 Retrieve possible answer 
Carry out detailed LSA 
A new LSA may well be needed to seed the ad hoc community with proto-answers. In 
step 4, all documents in any one AN were pooled. This is adequate if the objective is to 
create a relevance ranking of content and tutor competencies. If, however, the objective is 
to produce proto-answers even whole documents lack sufficient resolution. 
• Perhaps documents need even to be split up down to their paragraph level, at which 
stage an LSA is performed. If thus sufficiently high and distinct correlations can be 
produced, these are bound to be very helpful. The literature and perhaps some 
experiments with actual materials should shed light in this matter. 
 
8 Invite LNU peer tutor 
Invite i-th tutor 
The tutor gets an invitation (by e-mail, by notification, by sms, by instant message?). The 
message contains the CQ and the list documents within ANs that the LSA has shown to 
be relevant to the drafting of an answer. 
• An expiration moment should be set on the invitation to join to avoid a stall of the 
community formation. This moment should be in the order of hours at most, its 
duration also depending on the foreseen community size (the larger, the shorter). 
 
9 Invitation 
Join the ad hoc community? 
The tutor may either refuse or agree to join (by clicking a pertinent URL?). If a tutor were 
to either accept or reject after expiration of the invitation, he or she should receive a 
message to the effect that the invitation has expired.  
• Should there be a mechanism available still to join the community? It seems wise to 
allow people in who are motivated to do so. 
 
10 Log acceptance, question form and possible answer 
Log tutor participation 
Include the thread's ID (in the form of a permanent hyperlink) so that the tutor is always 
able to go back to this thread. 
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11 Enough tutors?  
Enough tutors? 
An optimal size of the community should be decided upon. It should not be too small, 
otherwise the learner has to wait too long for a response to appear and looses faith in the 
system; not too may, otherwise LNUs might have to spend too much time answering 
questions by fellow LNUs. A size of 5 tutors seems reasonable. 
 
12 Facilitate discussion platform 
Create ad hoc community as a forum thread 
The tutors will be asked to draft an answer to the CQ. In the interest of community 
building, all tutors should be approached at the same time to form an ad hoc community 
centred on the CQ. We propose that some open source forum software (Colloquia?) be 
used so that, in case of need, the software can easily be adapted to the ASA system. 
• Community members could be allowed to bring in others whom they know to have 
pertinent expertise. Clearly, the invitation should be accompanied with the LSA 
results and, if they accept the invitation, their participation should be properly logged. 
• Organised by CQ, threads may be made available to the LN as a kind of FAQs. They 
should not become a new AN, as they do not qualify for a full-fledged AN. This gives 
the LN a history and thus adds to its identity. This, in turn, should enhance 
community formation. 
• Threads may be made available for LSA analysis at a later stage. This will prevent 
that lessons learned in a thread are forgotten; it will also speed up and ease the 
drafting of answers by tutors. 
 
13 Formulate contribution 
Both tutors and tutees formulate contributions to the discussion in the community.  
 
14 Archive contribution 
The contributions of the tutees and tutors are archived by the LNU agent. 
 
15 Evaluate discussion 
After each contribution the tutees and tutors evaluate this contribution. 
 
16 Satisfied? 
When a tutee or tutor is not satisfied with the contribution he or she can add a new one to 
the community. 
 
17 Stop discussion 
When the tutee is satisfied with the answers given in the discussion in the community the 
discussion is stopped. (Tutors can never stop a discussion). 
 
18 Archive discussion 
When a discussion is stopped by the tutee, the discussion is archived.  
 
19 Rate tutor 
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The tutee can rate the tutor about the manner in which support was provided. This rating 
can then be taking into account in step 5. 
 
Update calendar 
The LNU or his personal agent needs to provide availability data, for example via an 
electronic calendar in the system. This data is needed to be able to calculate tutor 
availability and react on due times (steps 5, 8, 10 and 11). 
 
Update dossier 
Performance data, such as completion of activity nodes has to be logged in the LNU’s 
dossier. This data is required for step 4 and 5. 
 
Retrieve competence data from system 
For an effective system, parameters for tutor suitability, in particular content and tutor 
competency should be logged. This is required for step 5 and is related to step 19. 
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Appendix N Use case diagram 
 
Figure 56: Peer tutoring use case model 
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Name Sign up to LN 
Summary The LNU identifies him/herself in the LN. 
Actors LNU 
Assumptions The LN is accessible. 
Description The LNU fills in his/her name to login to the system. The system checks 
the LNU ID and if the ID is known by the system the LNUs personal 
setting and data are loaded.  
Exceptions The login fails when the LNU ID is not known by the system. 
Results The LNU is logged in the LN. 
 
Name Update electronic calendar 
Summary The LNU updates his/her electronic calendar. 
Actors LNU 
Assumptions The LNU is logged in the LN and his/her electronic calendar is 
available. 
Description The LNU accesses his/her electronic calendar, checks it and updates it. 
Exceptions NA 
Results The electronic calendar of the LNU is updated. 
 
Name Ask CQ  
Summary The tutee fills in a question form and asks a question. 
Actors Tutee 
Assumptions The tutee is logged in and has access to a question form. 
Description The tutee fills in an electronic question form which is taken up by the 
system. The system checks the type of the question and if it is a content 
question than the question is accepted by the system for further 
processing. 
Exceptions Other questions than content questions are not accepted by the system. 
Results The tutee asks a content question and the content question is stored. 
 
Name Send question form to LSA module 
Summary The reformed question form is send to the LSA module.  
Actors Agent Matchmaker 
Assumptions A content question is asked. 
Description The reformed question form is send to the LSA module for further 
processing. 
Exceptions NA 
Results The LSA module is provided with input. 
 
Name Send question form to Agent Matchmaker 
Summary The question form is send to the Agent Matchmaker. 
Actors Agent Tutee 
Assumptions The question form is available and correct. 
Description The question form that is filled in by the Tutee is send to the Agent 
Matchmaker by the Agent Tutee. 
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Exceptions NA 
Results The Agent Matchmaker is provided with the question form. 
 
 
Name Process CQ 
Summary The content question is processed by the Agent Matchmaker and the 
Agent Tutee. 
Actors Agent Matchmaker, Agent Tutee 
Assumptions The question form is send by the Agent Tutee to the Agent Matchmaker.  
Description The Agent Matchmaker receives a question form and reforms it into 
input for the LSA Module. The Agent Tutee provides the Tutee with a 
question form. 
Exceptions NA 
Results The content question is saved in a question form and reformed to LSA 
module input. 
 
Name Process output for community 
Summary The Agent Matchmaker processes the output of the LSA module.  
Actors Agent Matchmaker 
Assumptions The LSA generated output. 
Description The LSA Module provides the Agent Matchmaker with information on 
the ANs a content question belongs to. The LSA Module provides the 
Agent Matchmaker with shreds of documents in which the answer to the 
content question could be found. 
Exceptions The output of the LSA module is empty and as a result a new content 
question has to be formulated by the Tutee.  
Results Identification of the origin of the content question and input for the 
community in the form of shreds of relevant documents. 
 
Name Form community with tutee(s) and tutor(s) 
Summary Based on the LSA output, the electronic calendar and the electronic 
dossier suitable tutors are identified that form a community. 
Actors Agent Matchmaker 
Assumptions The LSA engine generated output. The electronic calendar and the 
electronic dossier are updated. 
Description The Agent Matchmaker matches the ANs to which a content question 
belongs to the ANs in a LNU portfolio to determine the LNUs content 
competence, based on the LSA output. The Agent Matchmaker uses the 
electronic calendar to determine the availability of the LNU and the 
electronic dossier is used to determine the LNUs tutor competence. 
The Agent Matchmaker calculates the most eligible LNUs that could act 
as a tutor. 
Exceptions No suitable tutor can be found. 
Results Suitable tutors are identified among the LNUs. 
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Name Invite community members 
Summary Suitable tutor(s) are invited to join the community. 
Actors Agent Matchmaker 
Assumptions Sufficient users are registered in the learning network and at least one 
suitable tutor is identified. 
Description The Agent Matchmaker sends invitations to the tutee as well as the 
suitable tutor(s) to invite them to join the community. 
Exceptions NA 
Results The tutee and the suitable tutor(s) receive an invitation to join the 
community. 
 
Name Handle invitation 
Summary The invitation to join the community is accepted or declined. 
Actors Agent LNU, LNU 
Assumptions The LNU has logged in the LN. 
Description The invitation to join the community is accepted or declined by the LNU 
through the LNU agent. 
Exceptions NA 
Results The LNU does or does not join the community which is communicated 
to the LN by the Agent LNU. 
When the LNU declines the invitation, new tutors are invited (refer use 
case invite community members and form community). 
 
Name Send input discussion 
Summary The LSA module output is send to the community. 
Actors Agent Matchmaker 
Assumptions The LSA module generated output. 
Description The shreds of documents that contain possible answers to the content 
question are sent to the community by the Agent Matchmaker. 
Exceptions NA 
Results Shreds of documents that contain possible answers are available in the 
community. 
 
Name Process input discussion 
Summary The possible answers are made available to the Tutor through the Agent 
Tutor. 
Actors Agent Tutor 
Assumptions The LSA module generated possible answers. 
Description The possible answers are made available to the Tutor through the Agent 
Tutor. 
Exceptions NA 
Results The possible answers can be accessed by the Tutor. 
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Name Ask for clarification CQ 
Summary The tutee asks for clarification of an answer provided by a tutor. 
Actors Tutee 
Assumptions The tutee asked a content question and received at least one answer to 
this content question. 
Description The system sends the answers from the tutors to the tutee. The tutee 
reads these answers and when they are not entirely clear to him/her he 
/she asks for clarification of these answers through interaction with the 
community. 
Exceptions NA 
Results A request for clarification is send to the community. 
 
Name Draft answers to CQ 
Summary The tutor generates or edits answers to the content question. 
Actors Tutor 
Assumptions A content question is put forward and a community is formed. 
Description The tutor uses the community to provide the tutee with a possible 
answer to his/her content question. 
Exceptions  
Results An answer to the content question is put forward in the community. 
 
Name Archive rounded up discussion 
Summary The rounded up discussion is archived by the agent tutee. 
Actors Agent Tutee, Agent Matchmaker, Agent Tutor 
Assumptions The tutee is satisfied with the answers discussed in the community. 
Description The rounded up discussion is archived by the Agent Tutee, the Agent 
Matchmaker, and the Agent Tutor. 
Exceptions NA 
Results The rounded up discussion is added to the LN and available through the 
Agent Tutee, the Agent Matchmaker, and the Agent Tutor. 
 
Name Rate tutor 
Summary The tutee indicates his impression of the tutor’s suitability by providing 
a rating. 
Actors Tutee, Agent Tutee, Agent Tutor 
Assumptions The community is created and populated with tutee and tutors and 
discussion has taken place. 
Description The tutee indicates his impression of the tutor’s suitability by providing 
a rating. This is stored both in tutee’s and tutor’s dossier by the tutee and 
tutor agents. 
Exceptions No rating is provided. 
Results The rating can be accessed by tutor and tutee. The rating can be taken 
into account when computing tutor competence and eligibility. 
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Name Round up discussion 
Summary The tutee rounds up the discussion when his/her content question is 
satisfactorily answered. 
Actors Tutee 
Assumptions The tutee asked a content question and received at least one answer to 
this content question. 
Description In the community the content question and its answers are discussed by 
the tutee(s) and the tutor(s). When the tutee decides that the question is 
satisfactorily answered he closes the discussion. The system acts upon 
this decision signalling it to the archiving process. 
Exceptions NA 
Results A rounded up discussion is signalled by the system. 
 
Name Update dossier 
Summary The LNU updates his/her electronic portfolio and the system updates the 
dossier/electronic portfolio. 
Actors LNU, LNU Agent 
Assumptions The LNU is logged in the LN and his/her electronic portfolio/dossier is 
available. 
Description The LNU accesses his/her electronic portfolio, checks it and updates it. 
The system automatically updates the dossier/portfolio with regard to 
study progress (= completed ANs) and data related to tutor competence 
and eligibility (e.g. rating scores). 
Exceptions NA 
Results The electronic portfolio/dossier of the LNU is updated. 
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Appendix O Class diagram 
The entities in the diagram are a mix of dynamic actors and more static data objects. 
Association classes indicate associations that are performed by the agents or LSA Engine. 
The association classes indicate several roles the agents take on or the LSA Engine has to 
perform. In fact, the specialisations are methods of the super class. Directions of 
associations and multiplicity are not yet indicated in the diagram. Processes like rating of 
contribution and tutor are not depicted. 
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Figure 57: Class diagram 
 
LearningNetwork 
The LearningNetwork comprises actors (LNU, LNUAgent and MatchmakerAgent) and a 
set of Activity Nodes that contain documents.  
a. LearningNetwork > Documentspace 
The documents in the Learning Network provide the document space for the LSA 
Engine. 
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b. LearningNetwork > LNU 
The LNUs (learning network users) form part of the LearningNetwork.  
c. LearningNetwork > ActivityNode 
The ActivityNodes form part of the LearningNetwork.  
 
ActivityNode 
The ActivityNode contains the documents that comprise the unit of learning. The set of 
ActivityNodes form part of the LearningNetwork.  
a. LearningNetwork > ActivityNode 
The ActivityNodes form part of the LearningNetwork.  
b. ActivityNode > Document 
The ActivityNode contains documents detailing the unit of learning (activity 
description and resources). 
 
Document 
The Documents form part of the ActivityNode. Request, portfolio (Dossier) and 
PossibleAnswer also are Documents. Documents form the input and query 
DocumentSpace that is required for the LSAEngine, as well as the output from the 
LSAEngine. 
a. ActivityNode > Document 
The ActivityNode contains documents detailing the unit of learning (activity 
description and resources). 
b. Document > DocumentSpace 
The Documents from the ActivityNodes and Dossier form the input 
DocumentSpace for the LSAEngine. 
The Request is a Document that is queried on the DocumentSpace. 
The PossibleAnswer is a Document that is retrieved from the AN input 
DocumentSpace. 
c. Document > PossibleAnswer 




The Documents in the LearningNetwork (from ANs, portfolio and request) form the input 
and query DocumentSpace for the LSAEngine as well as the output from the LSAEngine 
in the form of PossibleAnswers. 
a. ActivityNode > Document 
The ActivityNode contains documents detailing the unit of learning (activity 
description and resources). 
b. Document > DocumentSpace 




The population of a Learning Network consists of Learning Network Users (LNUs). 
Every LNU has a personal LNUAgent to assist the user with various actions and 
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functions in the LearningNetwork. Personal data and progress information of a LNU are 
stored in a Dossier. 
a. LNU > Request 
The LNU puts forward a request, i.e. a question that needs answering. 
b. LNU > LNUAgent 
Every LNU has a personal LNUAgent that assists and represents the user. Several 
of the LNU actions are conducted via the LNUAgent, although the LNU might 
not be aware of this. 
c. LNU > Dossier 
Personal data and progress information are stored in a Dossier. The LNUAgent is 
responsible for keeping the Dossier up to date, although both the LNU (personal 
data and portfolio) and the system (progress information, completion of 
ActivityNodes, etc) can add to the Dossier. 
 
LNUAgents 
Each LNU has an LNUAgent that represents and assists the user in the LearningNetwork.  
The LNU Agent has at least 4 functions. 
1. NegotiateValidity 
a. LNU > Request 
The NegotiateValidity negotiates the formal validity of the request with the 
LNU and subsequently sends it to the LSA Engine. 
b. NegotiateValidity > Matchmaker Agent. 
NegotiateValidity sends the request to the Matchmaker Agent for placement 
in the community.  
2. UpdateDossier 
a. LNU > Dossier 
UpdateDossier keeps track of the LNU's dossier information 
3. SendTutorDossier 
a. SendTutorDossier > Matchmaker Agent 
FindTutor provides the Matchmaker Agent with specific dossier details of the 
LNU. 
4. RecordParticipation 
a. LNU > Community 
RecordParticipation records behaviour and participation of the LNU in the 
Community. This information can be used to determine tutor competency. 
 
Dossier 
Personal data and progress information are stored in a Dossier. Portfolio data can be 
present in the dossier. 
a. LNU > Dossier 
UpdateDossier keeps track of the LNU's dossier information. 
b. Dossier > MatchmakerAgent 
The MatchmakerAgent asks the LNUAgent to provide the tutor competence data 
from the LNU's Dossier. 
 
Request 
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A request refers to a request for support (e.g. a content related question) of the LNU to 
the peer LNUs. 
a. LNU > Request 
A LNU formulates a Request for support. 
 
LSAEngine 
The LSAEngine is responsible for mapping a Request onto the Documentspace of the 
LearningNetwork to find relevant source ANs and to query the Documentspace for 
PossibleAnswers. 
1. MapRequestOnAN 
a. NegotiateValidity > MapRequestOnAN 
NegotiateValidity forwards formally valid requests to MapRequestOnAN. 
b. MapRequestOnAN > Request 
MapRequestOnAN receives a request and determines the most relevant AN to 
which this request belongs in the Learning Network.  
c. MapRequestOnAN > Matchmaker Agent 
MapRequestOnAN sends the most relevant ANs to the Matchmaker Agent. 
2. Query 
a. Query > Possible Answer 
Query performs a query with the request on the document space to find 
possible answers to this request. 
b. Query > Matchmaker Agent 
Query sends the possible answers to the Agent Matchmaker for placement in 
the community.  
 
Matchmaker Agent 
The Matchmaker Agent is responsible for filling the community with content and for 
populating the community with actors.  
1. Matchmaker Agent 
a. Matchmaker Agent > Community (Request) 
The Matchmaker Agent places the formally valid request in the community. 
b. Matchmaker Agent > Community (Possible answer) 
The Matchmaker Agent places the Possible Answer(s) in the community. 
2. PopulateCommunity 
a. PopulateCommunity > LNU Agent 
PopulateCommunity maps the specific LNU dossier (i.e. ANs) with the 
request ANs and asks the LNUAgent to invite the LNU to the community as a 
peer tutor. 
b. PopulateCommunity > LNU Agent 
PopulateCommunity grants access, through the LNUAgent, to the LNU that 
poses the request to the community as tutee. 
 
PossibleAnswer 
The PossibleAnswer is the result or output of the LSAEngine when querying the Request 
onto the DocumentSpace and consists of (shreds of) relevant documents. 
a. PossibleAnswer > Query 
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The PossibleAnswer is the output of the LSAEngine when querying the Request 
onto the DocumentSpace to find documents from ActivityNodes that might 
represent possible answers. 
b. PossibleAnswer > Matchmaker agent 
Query sends PossibleAnswers to the MatchmakerAgent. 
c. PossibleAnswer > Community 
The PossibleAnswer forms input for the Community. 
 
Community 
The Community is comprised of LNUs both in a tutor role and in a tutee role and 
contains PossibleAnswers. The Community has as function to compile an Answer to the 
Request on the basis of the PossibleAnswer. 
a. Community > LNUAgent 
The Community is populated with LNUs via PopulateCommunity and LNUAgent 
with the tutee and a set of, at least one, tutors. 
b. Community > MatchmakerAgent {only valid request} 
The MatchmakerAgent places a valid Request into the Community. 
c. Community > MatchmakerAgent {send possible answers} 
The MatchmakerAgents places PossibleAnswers into the Community to be 
discussed by the LNUs. 
d. Community > FAQ Items 
The Community generates the FAQItems. 
 
FAQ Item 
A FAQItem is formed when a request is successfully answered by storing request and 
answer. 
a. FAQItem > Community 
The FAQ Item is the output of the Community. 
 
 
